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THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE C~URTS 

ThaNational Center for State Courts is a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to the modernization of court opeiia
tions and the improvement of justice at the state and local 
level throughout the country. It functions as an extension 
of the state cou~t systems, working for them at their direc
tion and providing for them an effective voice in matters of 
national importance. 

In carrying out its purpose, the National Center acts as 
ie) a focal point for state judicial reform, Serves as a catalys.t 

for setting and implementing standards of fair and expeditious 
judicial administration, and finds and disseminates answers to 
the problems of state judicial systems. In sum, the National 
Center provides the means for reinvesting in all states the 
profits gained from judicial advances in any state. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This monpgraph provides a start toward answering three 
basic questions about volume and delay in America's state 
appellate courts: 

1) What is the volume of appellate work in state co~rts 
today and how does this volume compare with previous 
eras? 

2) What is known about delay instate appellate justice 
today and historically? 

3) What procedures, techniques, or changes in the 
appellate process itself have been tried to deal with 
volume and delay problems and what: is known about 110W 
they have worked? 

For a number of years now, it has been common for persons 
interested in the operation of appellate courts to speak of a 
crisis of volume facing these courts. And, increasingly, there 
have been expressions of concern about excessive delays in the 
appellate process. l Much.has been written about the causes 
of and possible remedies for problems of volume and delay in 
appellate courts, yet many questions remain about both the \( 
problems and the relative effectiveness of proposed remedies. 
This monograph reviews the present state of knowledge about: 
seve~al aspe~ts of delay and backlog in state appellate courts 
that are available from written sources. 

The body of literature on appellate justice has grown 
greatly in recent years. Much of it will be referred to here, 
but an obvious shortcoming of a literature review is that it is 
limited to published facts and ideas. Substantial practical 
knowledge about operations of appellate courts, little of which 
is available from the literature, is possessed by judges and 
court officials. Hence, although their knowledge may be 
limited to a single state, some readers will know much more 
about some topics than is contained in this report. Tqey are 
invited to use this monograph to broaden and tes.t their 
experience through exposure to the experience of others. All 
readers are invited to use this monograph as a iteference and a 
stimulus for thinking about the matters discussed in it. This 
monograph is offered not as a substj,tute for the numerous and 
weJ.l-reasonedwritings on appellate. justice or to provide the 
research answers still largely' lacking. Rather, it is offered 
as a guide to issues and the literature and as a stimulus to 
renewed attention to the problems of appellate volume and delay. 
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Delay serves as the integrating theme of this report. 
BecauSe many elements of the appellate process bear on delay, 
choices have had to be made. Cereain topics of great 
importance in the appellate area are not addressed, among 
which are the appointment and removal of judges, judges' 
disqualification and withdrawal ftom cases, the substantive 
standards used by reviewing courts, the outcome of decisions, 
and the quali tly of judging and opinions. One aspect of an 
element of the! appellate process may be relevant to delay 
while another aspect of the same element is not. Courts' use 
of unpublished opiniorts px:ovides an example. Whether a court 
follows its olm rules in selecting opinions for publication 
or nonpublication is not necessarily relevant to delay~ what 
would be );ele"ant is whether the use of unpublished rather 
than published opinions aids the court in reduc.ing 
opinion-writing time. The latter is discussed here because 
only the lattc~r is relevant to the central theme. 

Some other. aspects of the process that affect or might 
affect a court's ability to dispose of its caseload 
expeditiously also have been omitted. One of the most 
important is t,he administrative duties often imposed on 
appellate COUI",t.s, especially courts of last resort. The.se 
duties, which include serving as administrative and 
policy-making organ for the judicial branch, making rules for 
the trial and appellate process, and regulating the bar, can 
consume substantial-time ahd energy. Although a significant 
portion of the daily operations in these areas can be 
delegated, the ultimate responsibility normally is the 
court IS. As an increasing numbel;' of states move to 
state-finanded ana -administered judicial ,systems, this 
aspect of a cou~t's responsibility may have grqwing impact on 
appellate delay across the country. Other areas not touched 
upon here that cian affect delay include the length of a 
court's term, conference procedures and the scheduling of 
conferences, the clerk's office's procedures, data processing 
and word processing equipment, and the quaUty of appellate 
briefs and advoca.cy. 

Another topic not covered in this monograph, but one 
which must be menHoned, is the Unkage between trial and 
appellate courts wtth respect to delay. Some of the 
li terature about t\~ial court delay and its causes are 
instructive to one'.s thinking about appellate delay. Also, 
trial court delay dan affect the appellate process in that 
lengthy trial courbproceedings may make the parties less 
willing to appeal be',cause of the additional time involved. 
Or, the losing party:' might be eager to appeal in order to 
postpone resolution qf the matter even longer. For this 
reason, among others,\, a full measure of litigation delay 
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would include both trial court time and the time involved in 
appeli ate proceedings • " 

J The responsibility bf trial courts, for elements of ;,the 
appellate process, such as the preparation of. trial . 
transcripts (court r~porters are usually responsible to the 
trial courts), fUrther illustrates tPe linkage, what the 
trial court does can affect appellate ~elay. Appellate 
courts can affect trial court delay, too, beyond the impact 
substanti va ifuling~ requiring new trial cO,urt procedures 
might have .• :1 If an appellate coUrt uses trial court judges to 
assist in rep.ucing appellat.e court backlog, it may be. more 
difficult fo~ the trial courts to process their own 
caseloads. Another important relationship that must be noted 
is that if trial court caseload continues to increase, the -
work of the appel.late courts will also increase even if there ') '(j')' 
is no change in the rate at which trial court decisions (~;are 
appealed, the addition of trial court judges, which may\l 
increase HHfJ. court output, may in due course also lead to 
increases in appellate court caseload. 

Although the consequences of gelay, as they cause 
discontent or provine tactical advantages, have led many to 
examine the issue of delay, no effort is made here to examine 
the impact of delay, in part because no serious study of the 
impact of delay has been made. This monograph begins, 
however, with a value judgment that problems of volume and 
delay are serious ana threaten the G'ffective functioning of 
the American legal system. The reputed benefits and 
detriments of delay have been argued by those writing about 
appellate delay and are cited in this monograph, but they are 
not'explor.ed in detail. 

The problem of delay normally is linked to the volume of 
cases that the courts are expected to process. Indeed~ 
caseload and delay are thought by many to be inseparable 
issues. For some, volume can be reduced or its rate of 
increase controlled; others, hO'ilever, think this to be 
impossible. Carrington, Meador and ~osenberg, throwing up 
their collective hands over the problem of volume, have 
written: 

In the end, if appellate justice is to be provided, 
there is no alternative to the erection of a J 

judicial system of a size sufficient to accommodate 
the needs of all citizens seeking just decisions. 2 

.' 
This COnclusion, that the ills of appellate courts can be 
cured by a larger and more fully staffed judiciary, has been 
attacked by others as eventuaLl,y self-defeating: 
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Mere quantification of appellate resources--more 
courts and more judges--may handle more filings, but 
this approach ultimately defeats the important 
appellate function of providing clear rules of law 
to resolve unsettled or conflicting questions. 3 

While there is as yet no conclusive resolution of such 
conflicting views, one's individual answer is likely to be 
influenced'largely by his view of the effect of rising volume 
on an appellate court's internal operations and on the 
quality of justice it dispenses. 

The manner in which an appellate court deals with rising 
volume depends in part upon how it views its mission, its 
role in the justice system. If a court sees itself as an 
arbiter of justice, with a basic responsibility to se~ that 
all ~rial errors are corrected and every conflict fairly and 
justly resolved, any reform chosen must not exclude the bulk 
of appeals from reaching the court. Under this view, 
improvements should focus on more efficient management of 
available appellate resources and on the addition of judges 
to handle the volume khat has been accepted as a consequence 
of the ~ourt's role. But if an appellate court's primary 
function is the formulation of policy and precedent to 
provide direction and assistance to trial courts, with only 
secondary concern "to do justice" in particular cases, it 
becomes lesn crucial to provide a right to appeal in every 
case) some form of truncated review then becomes more 
palatable as a sol'ltion to problems of appellate court 
volume. A single court may have to approach these two 
perspectives--error-correction and law-making--as if they 
usually were mutally exclusive. An appellate system that 
includes both an intermediate court and a court of last 
resort, however, may be able to perform both functions well 
through jurisdictional and procedural divisions of labor, 
\'Iith each court adopting distinct approaches in response to 
high volume ar delay. • 

Three conclusions stand out in the material that 
follows. First, high volume and delay in 'the processing of 
appeals are not unique to the 1970s. The caseloads of a 
number of state supreme courts were quite high at the 
beginnihg of the 20th century. Today, their caseloads, 
compared with those of the earlier period, have declined. 
This decrease in caseloads in courts of last resort has peen 
more than offset in most states, however, by the growing 
caseloads of the intermediate appellate courts. Because some 
of these states have made basic structural adjustments to 
volume and because the problems of volume and delay may have 
shifted largely to the intermediate appellate level, the 
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solutions to such problems might be quite different now from 
what they would have been in the early 1900s. 

The second conclusion that is apparent from a reviei'1 of 
the literature is that few proposals for dealing with 
caseload and delay are new or untried. Moreover, several 
lmportant and comprehensive works in recent years have. 
discussed these proposals in depth. 4 Yet a number of 
judges still seem to be unfamiliar with or tentative about 
some of these reforms, particularly those directed toward 
assisting appeLlate courts to make more=effective use of 
available time. Perhaps this absence of a firm grasp of all 
the possibilities is related to the third observation to be 
gleaned from the literature: The potential for transfer to 
other courts of many, if: not most, of the responses to 
problems of appellate volume and delay remains unknown and 
the impact of those reforms has not been fully tested. 

The balance of this monograph is divided into five 
chapters. Chapter II examines present caseload volume and 
offers a historical perspective to help the reader put 
current data into context. Chapter III reviews several 
facets of delay, definition and measurement problems are 
examined first and current and historical data on the 
magnitude of the problem then are presented. The final two 
chapters examine various responsel3 by appellate systems to 
the problems of volume and delay. Chapter !II discul3ses 
reforms designed to add or restructure appellate resources, 
such as the creation· of new courts, the addition of judges, 
and changes in the jUrisdiction ~f appella~~ courts. 
Chapter V looks at efforts--ranglng from u~:,? of panels, to 
limiting oral argument, to settlement confetences--t~at serve 
to expand the time presently available for decision making by 
the judges. A brief epilogue is off ered as Chapter V"I. 
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II. APPELLATE CASELOADS 

The precise nature of the relationship between the size 
of a court's caseload and delay is not clear (see page 37, 
below), but manY believe that the greater a ccurt's caseload, 
the longer it will take to dispose of cases. l Consequently,' 
before examining what is known today about the magnitude q!= 
appellate court delay and the responses to it, it might be'-' 
useful to provide a common context for the discussion. This 
chapter, therefore, will provide a brief overview of present 
caseload data and some historical perspective. 

Current caseload data are incomplete and pose problems of 
interpretation, but they still are better than any data 
previously available. The omissions and the interpretation 
l?roblems require that the data be considered approximation~, 
but the data nonetheless suggest some useful i~sights. 

, The jurisdiction of some courts 9f last resort is largely 
mandated; the jurisdiction of the b4!lance of these courts is 
ba~ically discretionary, with a generally small percentage of 
th.~ir caseloads subject to mandatory jurisdiction. Most of 
thla states whose courts of",];ast resort, have discretionary 
judsdiction also have intermediate courts of appeal. To 
reduce the problems ,of comparison, Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 
pres,!,!nt statistics for each category of court. 2 Figures 
for", each column of the tables are not ahlays available and 
even total filings are not known for a few courts. The 

<:' number of filings per 100,000 population is based on the 
total cases filed and the 1975 estimated population of the 
state. Filings per judge are the total cases divided by the 
number of regular judges, excluding commissioners and judges 
assigned for short periods. 

The variation among states is striking. ~mong courts of 
last resort with discretionary jurisdiction, the court with 
the largest number of total filings (California) has 10 times 
the number of cases as the court with the least filings 
(Alabama). For filings per 100,000 population, however, the 
ratio drops to five to one between the smallest and the 
larsest courts. Among courts with mandatory jurisdiction, 
the differences between smallest and largest are greater: 
The largest .court (Texas Court of Criminal Appeals) has 21 
times as many filings and filings per judge as the smallest 
(Wyoming ~na North Dakota). On a populatlcm basis, however, 
the diff~rences are somewhat smaller: The District of 
Columbia ltas almost 18 times the number of filings per 
100,000 population as South Carolina. If the District of 
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Table 2.1 

1975 Case10ads of Courts of Last Resort 
With Discretionary Jurisdiction 

Filings 
Cases filed per Filings 
Original Requests Total 100,000 per 

Appeals Eroceedings to a2E!ea!. ba-ses 12oj2u1ation judse 

Alabama 202 167 369 10 41 
Arizona 174 715 889 40 178 
California 18 1,084 2,566 3,668 17 524 
Co1oratfu 111 244 1913 553 20 79 
Florida 247 362 1,237 1,846 22 264 

Georgia 889 424 1,313 27 188 
Illinois 241 18 828 1,087 10 155 
Indiana NA NA NA NA NA NA 
LOllisiana 358 1,248 1,606 42 229 
Maryland 252 21 483 756 18 108 

Massachusetts 591 153 744 13 106 
Michigan X 952 952 10 136 
Missouri 119 320 439 9 63 
New Jersey 221 73 754 1,048 14 150 
New Mexico 235 137 128 500 44 100 

New York 617 2,332 2,949 NA NA 

North Carolina 173 347 520 10 74 
Ohio 293 18 1,012 1,323 12 189 
Oklahoma 

(Supreme Court) 654 163 175 992 37 110 
Oregon 472 X 30,1 773 34 110 

Pennsylvania 828 868 1,696 14 242 
>.' Tennessee 326 627 953 23 191 

Texas 
(Supreme Court) lQ4 201 668 973 8 108 

Virginia 194 1,332 1,526 31 218 
Washington 155 114 235 504 14 56 
West Virginia 427 293 720 40 144 
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Table 2.2 

1975 Case10ads of COUtts of Las~ Resott 
With Little or No Discretionary JUrisdiction 

,~,~) 
Filings 

Cases filed per Filingis 
Original Requests Total 100,000 per 

Al?12ea1s l?roceedi!!2s to a~eal ~ E!?l2ulation ~ 

Alaska 227 7 81 315 90 63 
Arkansas NA NA NA NA ~A 
Connecticut NA NA NA NA Nj;; 

D.C. 1,221 44 X 1,265 177 141 
Delaware 333 333 58 111 

Hawaii 189 5 194 22 ~r~"'" 

l.daho 307 31 338 41 0\ 
,.":';:;:.'".'. .. '-

iowa 1,086 1,086 38 121 
Kansas 345 23 368 16 53 
Kentucky 1,051 122 26 1,199 35 171 

Maine 268 268 25 15 
Minnesota NA 71 29 NA NA NA 
Nississippi 613 613 26 68 
!-tontana 186 113 299 40 60 
Nebraska X 571 37 82 

Nevada 435 118 553 93 III 
Ne~l Hampshire 238 50 288 35 58 
North Dakota 108 21 129 20 26 
Oklahoma 

(Ct. Crim. App) 518 296 814 30 271 
Rhode Island 240 31 76 347 ·37 69 

.. South Carolina 264 12 276 10 55 
South Dakota .t83 20 15 218 32 44 
Texas 

(Ct. Crim. App) 1,903 839 2,742 22 ··548 
Utah 462 ·i62 38 92 
Vermont 351 4. ~55 75 71 

Wisconsj.n 718 122 840 18 120. 
Wyoming 121 8 129 35 26 
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Table 2.3 

1975 Case10ads of Intermediate Appellate Courts 

Filings 
Cases filed per Filings 

Original Reques,;ts Total 100,000 per 
AEEea1s Eroceedin8s to aEE'~lrl ~ EOEu1ation ~ 

Alabama 
(Total) 1,011 X 1,011 28 126 
(Ct. Civ. App) (133) (133) (4) (44) 
(Ct. Crim. App) (878) X (878) (24) (176) 

Arizona 1,593 132 1,725 78 144 
California 5,915 4,021 9,936 47 195 
Colorado 858 858 34 86 

.F1orida 6,960 528 361 7,849 94 392 

Georgia NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Illinois 4,135 4,135 37 122 
Indiana 6Z6 626 12 70 
Louisiana 1,812 208 2,020 53 70 
Maryland 1,154 132 1,286 31 107 

Massachuset ts 870 870 15 145 
Michigan 3,090 185 1,160 4,435 48 246 
Missouri. 1,552 266 1,818 38 83 
New Jersey 4,383 4,383 60 209 
New Mexico 514 514 45 103 

New York 
(Total) 9,606 87 9,693 54 294 
(App. Div. 
Sup. Ct.) 

(App. Term 
(7',429) (87) (7,516) (42) (313) 

Sup. Ct.) (2,177) (2,177) .(12) (242) 
North Carolina 1,078 1,078 20 120 
Ohio 6,869 6,869 64 181 
Oklahoma 327 327 12 55 
Oregon 1,539 1,539 67 257 ' 

Pennsylvania 
(Total) 5,023 5,023 42 359 
(Superir 
Cout't( 2,996 2,996 25 428 

(Comnollwea1th 
Court) 2,027 2,027 17 290 

Tennessee 
(Total) 1,285 1,285 31 80 
(Ct. of App.) (655) (655) (16) (73) 
(Ct. of Crim. 
App.) (630) (630) (15) (90) 

f1Texas 1,764 '1,764 14 42 
'Washington 1,467 352 1,819 51 1.52 
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Columbia is excluded because of its possibly unique 
circumstances, the ratio between the smallest and largest is 
nine to one. 3 The intermediate appellate courts have the 
'",.j.dest range of filings (75 to 1 ratio for the largest and 
~tiiallest courts), but on a per-judge basis, the range is more 
nke that for the courts of last resort (10 to 1 ratio). 

The reasons for these differences are unknown, although 
some of the '::1ifference may be attributable to the character
istics of the populations in the different states4 and, for 
courts of last resort in states that do not have inter
mediate courts, to differing jurisdictional divisions between 
trial and appellate c(;lurts for appeals from administrative 
agencies and courts of limited jurisdiction. 

Equally striking is the variation in number of original 
proceedings and requests to appeal, although information here 
is unavailable for many states. Among courts for which 
complete data are available, the number of requests to appeal 
range from none to more than 2,500; as a percentage of total 
filings, requests to appeal represent only 26 percent of New 
Mexico's total cases, but in four states they reptesent 75 
percent or more of the total filings. While some original 
proceedings may take as much time to decide as do regular 
appeals, requests to appeal typically require less judge 
time, even when some consideration of the merits is 
involved. Thus, the total number of filings in courts may 
not reflect true differences in workload. Available 
information does not permit a judgment whether the workload 
d iff erences exceed, a:re the same as, or are less than the 
caseload differences. Yet'differences in the filings pp,r 
judge in the three types of courts--ranging from 26 to 524 (a 
20 to 1 ratio) --suggest that some appellate judges have much 
greater workloads than others. 

These caseload statistics, although only rough indicators 
of workload, show tnatthe appellate courts across the nation 
presently face greatly dif.fering circumstances. A similar 
situation has existed throughout this century, however. 
Before the numbers are e~amined, though, the problems in 
interpreting them should first be unaerstood~ 

\/' 

Many important problems lie behind the interpretation of 
appellate court caseload statistics and fhu13 hinder the study 
of caseload trends. The major problem is that appellate 
court structure and jurisdiction have changed drastically in 
most states during the past hundred years. Thus, for 
example, statistics about a court's business when its 
jurisdiction is. mandatory cannot be compared usefully with 
ita statistics after i~ has been given discretionary 
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jurisdiction. Caseload statistics are uncertain indicators 
of workload; one can only guess that the difficulty of cases 
before one court approximates that of cases before another 
court, or before the same court at another time. Also, one 
ty~ical1y has little assurance thatt!~ose compiling the 
statistics have not made mistakes dur~ng th~ lengthy manual 
counting chores involved or in data entry into computers. 

This discussion will use two common measures of 
case10ad: the number of appeals filed and the number of 
opinions issued. The number of .filings typically is much 
1ar ger than the number of o()nions, mainly because of 
sett1emen ts, abandonmen ts, / iii smissa1s and other terminations 
of appeal that do not resllit in an opinion being filed. 
There are problems peculiar to each meaSure. If one is 
referring to opinions, for instance, some studies count 
unpublished opinions and some do not. Opinions also are an 
inexact measure of judicial workload because judges perform 
many duties, such as deciding petitions for review, without 
writing opinions. The major problem with statistics about 
appeals filed is that few appellate courts kept adequate 
records early in this century and several still do not do 
so. Also, because the number of cases terminated between 
filing and court action differs greatly from court to 
court--and probably from period to period in one court--the 
number of appeals filed may misrepresent workload. 

There are several studies of case10ads in one or several 
courts over a long period of time. S There also have been 
efforts to gather nationwide statistics for one or several 
years. 6 In evaluating these data, two 1imitatioos must be 
understood. Characteristics peculiar to a court's milieu and 
its operations in a specific year often overshadow general 
national trends. Thus, extrapolations from one court's data 
to the nation should be at least tentative and at worst can 
be misleading. One year's statistics from a court also 
cannot be relied upon accurately to represent the case10ad in 
that court for other years because some courts have 
experienced large short-term fluctuations. 

These limitations permit only a hazy indication of 
nationwide trends, though some are apparent. nonetheless. 
Considerable evidence indicates that case10ads. climbed, or 
continued at a high level, throughout the first third of this 
century in most courts. 7 The major exception to this trend 
is that many states had a substantial drop in appeals during 
and right after World War I.8 Starting in the early or 
mid-1930s, the number of appeals plummeted, continuing to 
fall through World War II. Appellate case10ads decreased by 
more than 50 percent in a decade. The levels then generally 
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remained low through the 1950s. 9 

Then came the enCi~mous increase of the last two decades: 
In most courts without discretionary jurisdiction for which 
data are available (see Table .2.4) the number of appeals in 
1975 doubled or nearly doubled from their low point in the 
1950s·. l0 In some states, particularly midwestern states, 
recent caseloads still are less than the highs of the first 
quarter of the century,ll but nationwide, the number of 
appeals has at least doubled. 12 

Even more striking, especially in terms of absolute 
numbers, has been the rise of appeals in the intermediate 
courts. Statistics from three states are given in Table 2.5 as 
examples. 13 The business of these courts has at least 
tripled in 15 years. Similarly, the caseload in the Michigan 
Court of Appeals tripled between 1966 and 1976, and that of the 
Illinois Court of Appeals almost tripled. 14 

Many explanations are possible for the trends during the 
past hundred years, but most are rather speculati.ve. The rise 
in the 19th century would seem to follow the expanding 
population, commerce, and industry of the nation. J'he same 
could be said for the generally high caseload in the first 
third of the 20th century. The most interesting question, 
however, is why the high caseloads did not continue. The 
downturns occurred during the two world wars and the depression. 
It has been suggested that during wars business troubles de
cline, many who might have been involv~d in litigation are away 
at war,and people are preoccupied wfEh matters other than 
litigation. 15 The opposite of these conditions during the 
early depression years may be the reason for the high level of 
appeals at that time. 16 In both instances, howe.ver, one 
cannot be sure whether the relationship between ,these events 
and changes in caseloads is causative or coincidental. 

The reason for the recent increase is in part simply the 
return to earlier levels after the hiatus caused by the . 
depression and World War II. Another obvious reason is the 
influx of criminal cases. Rising crime rates, expanded con
stitutional rights, more available postconviction :remedies, ,<;md 
free counsel on appeal for indigents probably have drastically 
increased criminal appeals in the past one ortw~C1 decades. 
During this century, criminal appeals have increased from 
roughly 10 percent to roughly 50 percent of the appellate case
load, although there are, large differences among states. 17 

The evidence that the recent rapid increase in appeals is 
attributable to criminal cases is not uniform, however. For 
example, the number of criminal cases,~ending before the 
Michigan intermediate court increased>by more than 600 
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Table 2.4 

Case10ad Rise in State Supreme Courts 
without Discretionary Jurisdiction 

(number of majority opinions issued) 

1954 1961 1967 1975 
Alaska 32' (53 -m: 
Arkansas 280 300 358 534 

Connecticut 108 132 141 NA 

Delaware 33 44 83 NA 

Hawaii 32 59 97 
Idaho 94 87 96 176 
Iowa 168 198 244 378 
Kansas NA 234 278 290 
Kentucky 6'48 NA 639 857 
Maine 78 58 73 140 
Minnesota 205 179 280 406 
Mississippi NA NA 367 480 
Montana 97 111 118 NA 
Nebraska 156 155 257 368 
Nevada 47 75 105 263 
New Ifampshire 102 90 95 205 ;/ 

North Dakota NA NA 98 109 
Rhode Island NA 159 209 172 
South Carolina NA 129 143 225 
South Dakota 61 59 45 122 
Utah 128 143 172 230 
Vermont NA 43 82 157 
Wisconsin NA 235 354 503 

.~,: 

Wyoming 22 64 79 NA 
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Tabl.e 2.5 

Case10ads of Intermediate Courts in 
California, New Jersey, and New York '2: 

~ 1965 1970 1975 

California 
Filings 2709 4352 7721 9936 
Opinions 1440 1835 3442 5574 

New Jersey 
Filings 998 1186 2449 4383 
Opinions 569 523 1167 2644 

New York 
Filings 2254 3967 5015 7429 
Opinions 2023 3022 3730 4031 
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percent from 1966 to 1976, while civil appeals grew by a little 
more than 100 percent. 18 In California, on the other hand, 
criminal case filings only doubled, ana grew at a slower pac~ 
than civil appeals. 19 In addition, some states previously 
have experienced high rates of criminal appeals. 20 It may 
be, therefore, that the present criminal appeal increase is not 
a phenomenon unique to the past two decCj:#es. 

The types of civil appeals also have changed during the 
past hundred years. The proportion of business and property 
cases has decreased; tort and public law cases now are a much 
greater part of the caseload. The Kagan study of opinions in 
16 supreme courts found that debt collection cases dec:t:e-ased 
from about a quarter to about 8 percent of appeals between the 
1870-1900 period and the 1940-1970 period. The percentage of 
real property cases decreased by almost half, to 11 percentJ 
between these two periods. On the other hand, tort case~ ( 
increased from 10 to 22 percent. Appeals involving the regula-
tion of business and land use increased five-fold, to about 7 
percent. And divorce and child-custody cases increased four-
fold to more than 5 percent. 2l 

As this discussion suggests, the history of appellate 
caseloads is marked by extreme variations, both in the numbers 
of appeals and in the types of issues presented. It also is 
clear that the recent increase is not unique. Caseloads grew 
almost as quickly in the latter part of the 19th-century and 
may well have grown even fa3ter in earlier eras of the 
t:epublic. Even the rise in criminal cases may be only an ampli
fied echo of an earlier trend. .-Nevertheless, it can be inferred 
.f rom the historical trends noted here that the present high 
caseloads probably will remain for some time, since high or ris
ing caseloads were the norm after the 19th-century growth. 
'!let at the same time we shou,ld remember that major events seem 
to affect caseloads drastically. Another war, another depres
sion, or some other turn in history may deplete the business of 
appellate courts. Because one cannot forecast these events, it 
is best to assume that the caseloads will remain high or 
increase for the indefinite future. This may create unique, 
continuing pressures on appellate courts, as caseloiids in many 
states now are higher than they were at the end of the last 
boom. The option of creating intermediate courts has been 
exercised in a majority of states; policy and practical consid
erations may operate to limit the number of judges who can 
serve on a court. The assumption of continuing high caseloads, 
therefore, has major implications for the types of reforms best 
suited to mee,t the present congestion in appellate courts. 
This assumpt~on will not be restated in the balance of this 
monograph. Benceforth the discussion will focus on what delay 
is and how various courts have responded to it. The historical 
lessons about caseloqds should be borne in mind, however. 
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Footnotes -- Chapter II 

1. It often is assumed that higher caseloads produce delay 
in a court. The assumption was tested at the trial level 
in a recent study: Thomas Church, Jr., et al., Justice 
Delayed: The Pace of Litigation in Urban-TrIal Courts 
(Williamsburg, VA: National Center for St~te Courts, 
1978). The often-stated relationship bet~'en the pace of 
trial litigation and the size of a court' s)~aSE:!:I,oad was 
not supported by the data produced in that\'...:t.:uay. IbiCi., 
pp. 23-31. The:l;:e are clear differences between appellate 
courts and trial courts that may result in a qui te 
different relationship at the appellate level, but the 
absence of a positive relationship between caseload and 
delay at the trial level should suggest caution in 
assuming a relationship at the appellate level. Data 
from 11 appellate courts will be analyzed in 1979 by the 
Appellate Justice Project. That analysis should provide 
further insight into this question. 

2. These tables are derived from statistics in Tables 5, 6, 
8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 of the Nation~l .Court Statistics 
Project, state Court Caseload Statistics: Annual Report, 
1975 (Williamsburg, VA.: National Center for State 
Courts, 1979). All but two of the courts on Table 2.1 
are in states with intermediate courts; the two are the 
Virginia and West Virginia Supreme Courts. Many courts 
in Table 2.1 have mandatory jurisdiction over several 
categories of appeals, occasionally a substantial part of 
their caseload. A few courts in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 have 
discretionary jurisdiction over a minority of their 
appeals. Blank cells in the tables indicate that not 
enough information is kilown about the data1 the case 
ca tegor y mayor may not be handled by the cour ts • "NA" 
means that the information is unavailable or that 
computation of the number is inappropriate because of 
incomplete or incomparable data. "X" indicates that 
information for this category is unavailable, but is 
known to be included in the total. In addition, the 
Annual Report contains comments about many of the 
specific figures given here. Cases included as "appeals" 
in these three tables are those to be decided on the 
merits. For courts with discretionary jurisdiction, the 
"appeals" category is not uniform. It sometimes refers 
to cases falling under the court's mandatory 
jurisdiction, and at other times to these cases plus 
cases accepted for a decision on the merits by granting 
petitions for review. Original proceedings do not 
involve direct review of a final decision in the lower 
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tribunal. Re~uests to appeal are petitions for the 
exercis2 of discretionary jurisdiction. 

3. The great variation among states in number of appeals per 
100,000 population has existed throughout the century. 
Studies of caseloads in 1912 and 1930 found roughly a 
ten-fold variation. See Grant Foreman, "The Law's 
Delays," Michigan Law Review, Vol. 13 (1914), p. 100, at 
pp. 108-109, and Edward O. Curran and Edson R. 
Sunderland, "The Organization and Operation of Courts of 
Review, I. Third Report of the Judicial Council of Michigan 
(1933), p. 51, at p. 199. The caseload measures used in 
these two studies and in the 1975 Annual Report, supr~ 
note 1, differ so much that one cannot determine with 
much accuracy whether the number of appeals per 
population has increased or decreased. The 1912 study 
found an average of 34.1 appeals taken per 100,000 
population, while the Annual Report estimated 55.6. But 
the., considerations discussed in note 12, below, suggest 
thaI;} the appeal rates are really much closer, or even the 
same. 

4. There does not appear to be any relationship in Tables 
2.1 to 2.3 between caseload per population and whether 
the state is an industrial state. 

5. Curran and Sunderland, supra note 3; Robert A. Kagan, 
Bliss Cartwright, Lawrence Friedman, and Stanton Wheeler, 
"The Business of State Supreme Courts, l870-l97~," 
Stanford Law Review, Vol. 30 (1977), p. 121. Other 
publications resulting from the Kagan et al. study are 
expected in the near future. See also, David S. Clark, 
"American Supreme Court Caseloads: A Preliminary 
Inquiry." The American Journal of Comparative Law, Vol. 
30 (Supplement) (1978), p. 217. 

-;-;:.-;::" 

6. In Grant Foreman, supra note 3, p. 109, the author 
obtained from court systems statistics "for the number of 
cases t~ken up . • • by appeal or writ of error," in 
1912. In "Methods of Work in the Appellate Courts of the 
United States," Journal of the American Judicature 
Society, Vol. 9 (1925), p. 20, at pp. 22-23 and Vol. lO 
(1926), p. 57, at p. 59, data were sought about the 
numbe~. of dispositions in state supreme courts. Ten 
states supplied the information. In La.urance M. Hyde, 
Methods of Reaching and preparing Appellate Court 
Decisions (Chicago, IL.: Section of JUdicial 
Administration, American Bar Association, 1942), pp. 
44-46, appellate courts around the country were asked for 
statistics about opinion output, but the data presented 



are very incomplete. Statistics for majority op~nLons 
and other decisions on the merits in 37 su'preme courts 
during 1946 or 1947 are presented in "Judicial Statist~cs 
of State Courts of Last Resort:," Journal of the Amerihim 
Judicature Society, Vol. 31 (1947), p. 116. The number 
of cases disposed of in most state courts in 1956 or 1957 
was compiled in Institute of Judicial Administration, 
Appellate Courts. Internal Operating Procedures. 
Preliminary Report. (New York, N.Y.: Institute of 
Judicial Administration, 1957), Appendix, p. 1, at pp. 
22-27. The Institute of Judicial Administration also in 
this same period issued a study of caseloads in the 13 
intermediate courts then in existence, although data for 
three are missing or very incomplete. Institute of 
Judicial Admin:Lstraticm, State Intermediate Appellate 
Courts, Their Jurisdiction, Caseload and Expenditures 
(New York, N.Y.: Institute of Judicial Administration, 
195~) p~ 10. The Council of State Governments has issued 
three studies of caseloqds in the great majority of 
courts of last resort. The first two studies, dated 
August, 1955, and July, 1962, covered the latest year for 
which the courts had available statistics. The third 
study contains statistics for 1965, 1966, and 1967. See 
Council of State Governments, Norkload of .state Courts of 
Last Resort and Trends in Numbers of Appeals (Chicago, 
IL.: Council of St~te Governments, 1955); Council of 
State Governments, Workload of State Courts of Last 
Resort (Chicago, IL.: Council of State Governments, , 
1962); Council of State Governments, Workload of State 
Courts of Last Resort 1965-1967 (Chicago, IL.: Council 
of .State Governments, 1968). The two latest studies 
are: Wilfried J. Kramer, Outline of Basic Appellate 
Court Structure in the United States (St. Paul, MN.: 
West Publishing Co., 1976), and National Court Statistics 
Project, supra note 2. Updated versions of both will be 
published in the near future. 

7. See especially the statistics for Colorado, Indiana, 
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New York, and Oregon 
in Curran and Sunderland, supra note 3, pp. 140, 142, 
145, 195, 219, 226, 227, 230. hone of the 23 states in 
this 1933 stUdy, except possibly Illinois, shows a 
substantial decline in appeals. Rhode Island, though, 
which was not studied 1933, experienced a steady decline 
in the ·first third of this century. See Kagan et al., 
supra note 5, p. 129. iJ ---

S. This drop is ~videnced in all but a few states studied by 
Curran and Sunderland. 
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9. See Kagan et al., supra note 5, p. 129. The ~verage 
number of opinions for the 16 courts fell from about 240 
in 1930-1935 to about 150 in 1940-1945 and increased very 
slightly in 1950-1955. A questionnaire survey of 
appellate judges in 1941 found that, "most courts say 
that the volume of appellate work has been reduced in the 
past decade, and particularly in the last five years." 
Hyde, supra note 6, p. 46. Also supporting this trend 
are stati.stics for selected years in state supreme courts 
without discretionary jurisdiction. See Council of State 
Governments, Workload of State Courts of Last Resort and 
Trends iln N,!lmbers of Appeals (Chicago, IL.: Council of 
State Governments, 1955) 7 "Juilicial Statistics of State 
Courts of La~t Resort," Journal of the American 
Judicature Soclety, vol. 31, (1947), p. 116. These two 
studies cover the years 1920, 1930, 1946, and 1954. They 
do not include all states and the data are not completely 
comparable, but they support general conclusions about 
trends. At 11 of the 16 courts for which data were 
collected, case10ads decreased to less than 50 percent of 
the 1930 level, and at two more the decrease was almost 
50 percent. Appeals in Maryland and New Hampshire seemed 
to remain at their prior levels, however. On the other 
hand, the number of appeals in Rhode Island seems to have 
.increased steadily from the early 1930's on. Kagan 
et al., supra note 5, p. 129. It should be noted that r, theapparent rise between 1920 and 1930 in Rhode Island 
is probably due largely to the smaller number of appeals 
during and immediately after World War I. 

10. Courts With discretionary jurisdiction are excluded 
because for the most part they have been able to control 
their workload irrespective of overall trends in the 
number of appeals. These statistics are obtained from 
the three council of State Government studies, supra note 
5,.?o!)d the National Court Statistics Project study, supra 
note 2. Many of the statistics in all the stUdies refer 
to fiscal years rather than calendar years. 

11. Early statist.ics are given for seven of the states in 
Robert A. Kagan, Bliss Cartwright, Laurence Fd.edman .• and 
Stanton Wheeler, liThe Evolution of State Supreme Courts," 
(1978) (Unpublished Manuscript), Table 3. They are 
presented below i along wi th the 1975 statistics. 
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Average for 1900, A,verage for 1915, 

1905 f 1910 1920 f 1925 ;1,975 

Idaho 101 '~ 131 176 

Kansas 277 457 290 

Maine 105 119 140 

Minnesota .3 75 423 406 

Nevada 23 43 263 

Rhode Island 106 76 172 

South Dakota 196 153 122 

The figures in the Kagan study exclude unpublished opinions 
and opinions of leSS than a page. In addition to these 
seven states, the number of opinions in Iowa averaged 500-
600 a year in the first third of the century, Curran and 
Sunderland, supra note .3, p. 142, substantially more than 
the 378 opinions in 1~75~ 

12. The total number of appeals in 44 states in 1912 was about 
26,000. See Foreman, supra note 3, p. 108. In 1975 the 
total number for 46 states was about 112,000. This suggests 
a four-fold increase. If one includes only the 39 states 
with data in each study, however', the 1929 figure is 30 
percent of the 1975 f:igure. Thirty percent also is too 
1Qw. The 1975 statistics count petitions for review as 
appeals, so many cases are double counted--that is, counted 
both at the supreme court and at the intermediate court 
level. The earlier statistics probably tend to be b~sed on 
filings at a later stage, ~., receipt of record as opposed 
to notice of appeal, than do the 1975 statistics. It also 
is unknown whether original proceedings were inctuded in the 
earlier figures. 

13. The 1975 statistics are from the National Court Statistics 
Project, supra note 2. The remaining statistics are from 
the courts' annual reports: Judicial Council of California, 
"California Judicial Statistics for the Fiscal Year 1969-70," 
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Annual Report of the Administrative Office of the Courts, 
Jan. 4, 1971; State of New Jersey, Report of the 
Administrative Director of the Courts, State of New Jersey 
for 1959-1960, 1964-1965, and 1969-1970; State of New York, 
The Judicial Conference, Sixth Report (1961), Eleventh 
Report (1966), and Sixteenth Report (1977). The statistics 
are for the fiscal years ending in the years indicated on 
the table. Filings include appeals and original 
jurisdiction cases. Opinions include unpublished and 
memorandum opinions. The trend in New Jersey is somewhat 
overstated because the Supreme Court during the early part 
of the period in question removed and decided some of the 
intermediate court's appeals. 

14. See State Court Administrator, Michigan 1974-1975 Report, p. 
7 and 1976-1977 Report, p. 10. Administrative Office of the 
Illinois Courts, 1976 Annual Report to the Supreme Court of 
Illinois, p. 31. 

15. Edward L. Kimball, "Criminal Cases in a State Appellate 
Court: Wisconsin 1839-1959," American Journal of Legal 
HistoIT, Vol. 9 (1965), p. 96, at p. 99. 

16. Ibid., pp. 98-99. Kimball believes that there was an upturn 
in Wisconsin appeals following the various business panics 
and depressions since 1850. 

" 

17. In 16 state supreme courts, 10.7 percent of the opinions 
longer than a page were in criminal appeals during 
1870-1900, and 11. 6 percent in 1905-1935 Kagan et a1., supra 
note 5, p. 135. In addition, 10 percent is about the median 
portion of criminal appeals filed in 44 states in 1912. 
Foreman, supra note 3, pp. 109, 110. The recent proportion 
of criminal appeals is rather uncertain because many courts 
do not publish such statistics. The 50 percent figure is a 
rough estimate gleaned from National Court Statistics 
Project, supra note 2, Tables '19 and 20. The United States 
.Supreme Court's -opinion in Anders v. California, 386 U.S. 
738 (1967), requiring that assigned counsel file briefs in 
initial criminal appeals even if they believe the appeal 
lacks merit may well have affected this trend. 

18. State Court Administrator, Michigan, 1976-1977 Report, p. 12. 

19. Judicial Council of California, 1978 Judicial Council Report 
to the Governor and Legislature, January 1, 1978, p. 65. 
The California figures are for the fiscal years beginning in 
1966 and 1976. . 

20. Massachusett~, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin, for example. 

21. Kagan et a1., supra note 5, pp. 133-135. 
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III. DE!,AY 

A court's specific responses to delay may be affeoted by 
the extent and type of delay it is experiencing. In evaluating 
the available alternatives, it'may i';;-pt to know not only wha,t 
has been tried by other courts but also the severity of othel 
c,l)urts' delay as compared with its own situation and how much 
improvement has occUrred in the other courts. Part of each of 
these qUestions includes the need to define delay, to measure 
it, and to compare delay in two or more courts. Therefore, 
before we examine the range of delay-reduction techniques, it 
might help to review some of the ways to measure delay, the 
pitfalls associated with measurement, and the presently 
available national data on delay in appellate courts. 

Defining and Measuring Delay 

The term "delay" often is used loosely. In general, people 
seem to mean that the courts are taking "a long time" to dispose 
of cases. But the standard underlying the judgment--that is, 
what lla long time" is--normally is left undefined. It also can 
vary from place to place or person to person. Some time is 
necessary for the disposition of any case; the question becomes 
how much of that time is inappropriate and hence constitutes 
"delay." 

In this monograph "delay" is used as a s[brthand reference 
to "case-processing time." Elapsed processing time--the amount 
of time between the filing of an appeal and its final 
disposition--can be independent of what should happen, and 
carries no expectation about what ought to 5c¢ur in court. 
Indeed, as Church remarks, "there is general agreement that 
actual case processing time is the most meaningful indicator of 
delay for bC{.h individual cases and court systems. "1 Case
processing time mayor may not be "too long" in a particular 
case, so the term "delay"'need not have a pejorative meaning 
each time. It is used here for ease of reference to cover both 
acceptable and unacceptable proceSSing time; the context should 
Indicate in which sense it is incended.-

While specific standards might be established for the 
"appropriate" time for a case (seepages 30-31, below), at 
bottom delay is a perceptual matter. A year to complete an 
appeal may be quite proper for one observer yet unacceptably 
long for another. After studying delay during the pretrial 
stages of litigation, Church et al. discovered that attitudes 
toward and perceptions of what consti~,tutes delay vary. markedly 
across the country. 2 There is no re~i'son to expect q 
different situation regarding the time consumed on appea~. And 
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geographic differences are only part of the perception 
problem. For instance, litigants, attorneys and the court may 
measure the length of litigation from different points. 
Litigants may start measuring from the initiating incident 
(accident, breach of contract, or arrest), from filing of the 
complaint, or from the time the notice of appeal was filed. 
The attorney may distinguish trial court and appellate court 
time, but measure the latter from filing of the notice of 
appeal or from the f ±ling of his or her brief in the appellate 
court. The appellate court may not start counting until all 
briefing is completed. What the court sees as a year may 
appear to be 15 to 18 months for the attorney and three years 
for the litigant. Each, then, would have a different view of 
how long the case was pending. And even if each agreed on the 
time the case consumed, each may have different perceptions 
about whether that time constitutes "delay." 

What constitutes delay is situational as well as 
perceptual. For example, if the issue is the time taken by a 
court to review the action of a film censor, several days may 
constitute delay because the thrust of the First Amendment 
against prior restraint counsels prompt release of·material. 3 
In other situations--for instance, tort cases in which the 
injured party now is well and insurance has covered out-of
pocket expenses--a much longer time before disposition may not 
be delay, particularly if settlement occurs as a result and the 
settlement is not forced by excessive time. 

Part of the setting in which delay must be evaluated is 
established by statutes. Just as there are "speedy trial" 
provisions for the trial of criminal cases, so also there are 
statutory priorities for cases on appeal. Such priorities may 
push aside "nonpriority" cases otherwise ready to be heard and 
decided. Election and some inj unction cases receive prior i ty. 
Sui generis cases of special public importance and note may be 
accorded de facto priority. with particular reference to 
criminal cas~ few states have "speedy appeal" provisions in 
their constitutions or statutes; even if there is no such 
provision in a state, the general pressure orten exerted at the 
trial level for rapid disposition extends to the appellate 
courts, thereby creating priority over general civil cases. 

The existence of these situational factors suggests that 
one may need to develop and apply more than one measure of 
delay to an appellate court's caseload. Criminal and civil 
appeals might be distinguished, and further differentiation of 
types of civil cases also may be necessary. 

One must decide what is to be measured: the disposition 
time of cases that involve resolution on the merits, the time 
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for caseS receiving judicial attention, or the time for all 
matters filed, regardless of the method o~ disposition. One 
important question is whether to use one measure that includes 
both those cases that proceed to court disposition and those 
that are filed but withdrawn. Perhaps at the appellate level 
one ought to concentrate on11on the former, but that might 
lead to ignoring many cases that are settled after filing, with 
or without court intervention. Notice of appeal is filed in 
some cases because it must be done within a certain peri.od or 
the option is lost. Settlement might be near at the tl,'\1ie of 
filing and occur shortly after filing,' but the appeal is filed 
"just in case," Excluding this case from the measure of a 
court's delay might not cause problems, but in appellate courts 
that actively seek settlement of cases, measurement may be 
distorted if attention is focused only .on adjudicated 
dispositions. 

When comparing one court with another, or even one court 
with itself in some prior period, one should be certain that 
the "starting,point" for measurement is the same. 4 Care 
should be exercised, too, in choosing the statistic to be used 
in presenting information. Many courts use the "average" 
figure, but this can be ~~storted by a few very long or very 
short cases. The average typically is 10 or 20 percent above 
the median. The median time--50 p~rcent of the cases require 
more and 50 percent require less time than the median--.may give 
a more accurate picture of the time required or consumed by the 
"standard" case. Yet if a large number of cases are disposed 
of very quickly and another large group require substantial 
time, this figure, too, can be misleading. Therefore, if the 
median is used, it might helpta .show the fastest 25 per.cent, 
the slowest 25 percent, or the slowest 10 percent, as well. 5 

It is important to keep in mind that almost any measure eat! 
be distorted. If a cO.llrt makes a particular effort to dispose 
of cases that have bee,:.' on the docket for a particularly long 
time, time-lapse statistics for a given period may show an 
unusual number of such long-delayed cases; the statistical 
effect of this effort to "clear the decks" of old cases may be 
that the court looks worse in the short run. The bias in the 
data should be identified and understood. 

A number of different time periods are used to measure 
appellate delay. Delay can be discussed as the time consumed 
in anyone of the steps in the appellate process or between any 
two. Problems in measuring the time intervals should be ' 
recognized, however. For in,stance, if the starting point for 
measurement is the trial court "decision," thab"may be the 
announcement of the decision or the entry o~ judgment. The 
latter usually is more clearly and consistently recorded, and 

" 
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thus probably is preferable for measurement purposes. The 
period from receipt of the record to completion of briefing 
indicates, in a rough fashion, the time counsel require to 
prepare briefs, although they may begin such preparation before 
receiving the transcript, especially if they were trial counsel. 
If one court wishes to compare its time in this period with 
that of another court, it should know whether the other court 
regularly allows a reply brief from appellants. If it does, 
and the first court does not, the "end point" for pUl'poses of 
comparison will be different. . 

Essentially, completion of briefing is the point at which 
issues are joined and the court can take some action. Historically, 
it is also the point at which courts have assumed control of a 
Case and many courts startcmeasuring their time to disposition. 

'But the signif icance of th'l.~ time consumed between completion of 
~bdefing to submission or oral argument varies from court to 
court. If the court screens its cases, the court staff or 
screening judge may wait until both the record and the briefs 
are filed. If the court uses a docketing statement, however, 
screening may occur on the basis of the docketing statement 
before briefs are received. Some courts screen on appellant's 
brief alone. Thus, the court mayor may not have started its 
work on the case before this period starts. 

In some courts, judges do little with a case until oral 
argument, perhaps not even rea9ing the briefs until after 
argument. This is referred to as "cold" argument and the time 
betwe~n briefing and argument is "dead" time. In other courts, 
the judges read the briefs and perhaps examine at least a 
portion of the record and transcript before argument ("hot" 
argument), making use of at least some of the time after 
completion of the briefing. Some judges also meet prior to 
argument to discuss the cases. But judges are not the only 
ories who can use this time effectively; even in "hot" courts, 
many judges do not examine the briefs until immediately before 
an oral argument calendar. Their law clerks, however, may use 
this time to examine the briefs, record, and transcript and to 
prepare a bench memorandum for the judges. In those courts 
using staff attorneys, these attorneys may use this period for 
their research and for writing memoranda that sometimes serve 
as draft opinions .for the court, particularly in less complex 
cases. 

One must remember, too, that the inability of a court to 
decide cases promptly can appear as delay in any step of the 
appellate process. Ifa court cannot or does not decide 
promptly all cases argued or submitted, the result may be 
growth in the number of undecided cases and a corresponding 
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delay in,t.ne period b~tween argument or sUbmission and decision. 
If the court schedules only as many cases for argument as it 
can decide promptly, the delay is shifted partially Or fully to 
the period before argument or submission. Once delay buHds in 
the period following fi~ing of the briefs, the court is less 
likely to insist that the briefs and. records be filed promptly. 
It may hesitate to order the court report~r and attorneys to 
hurry if the case would sit many months without action by the 
court following completion of the transcript and briefing. 
This can produce lengthy periods for record and brief prepara
tion and freely granted extensions of time to repprters and 
counsel. 

In short, decisions of courts about what time periods to 
measure and which starting and ending points to use for 
measurement can significantly affect data on delay. For 
comparison of several. courts, the entire time involved in an 
appeal--from trial court judgment or order to final disposition 
of the case (issuing of the mandate)--may b~ both the least 
ambiguous and best measure. The principal risk in using this 
single overall figure is that one may be unable to distinguish 
"delay attributable to the court"--court-sy.stem delay in 
Rosenberg's terms--and "delay caused by the parties. u6 

Standards of Delay 

It is difficult to talk about delay without reference to a 
standard of how long an appeal should take: What is an 
appropriate time? Each state's court rules provide one 
standard. For instance, in Florida civil appeals should be 
ready for action by the appellate court within 140 days from, 
the filing of judgment in the trial. 7 California allows two 
more months than does Florida. S California's constitution 
also requires an opinion in 90 days from argument or submission 

,~ll:( the judge responsible for the opinion is not to be paid. 9 
'The American Bar Association IS Standards Relating to Appellate 
Courts propose a standard for the total time through completion 
of briefing, including completion of the record, of 100 days 
for civil cases and 80 for criminal cases. lO The National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 
calls for criminal cases to be ready for initial action by the 
court within 30 days, with final disposition withi~ 60 days for 
simpler cases and 90 day.s for more substantial cases, assuming 
the court uses the flexible procedures and professional estaff 
also recommended by the Commission ,11 , . 

A court need not rely on these nationally developed 
standards, of cqurse. It could develop standards of its own, 
ei.ther alone or in consultation with the bar. The standal;ds / 
could cover each step in the appellate process and "thus parallel 
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the court niles except that they would extend through release 
of an opinion, or they could prescribe one figure, for the ,total 
elapsed time from filing of the notice of appeal through 
disposition. The standard could be that all cases should be 
disposed of in X days, or that Y percent of the cases should be 
disposed of in X days. In setting standards such as these, one 
must keep in mind that time stand~rds should bear some reason
able relationship to the time it actually takes to process a 
case; otherwise, the standards will be ignored and thus will be 
ineffective. 12 On the other hand, if a standard is developed 
for each of the stages in the appellate process, and they are 
longer than necessary for most cases, unnecessary delay may 
occur in cases that could proceed through the stages more 
rapidly. If the standards make the process more rapid than at 
present, some method for allowing exceptions must be developed. 13 

Current Data on Delay 

The numerous conceptual and definitional problems associated 
with measuring delay should not forestall the effort to measure 
it. The problems need to be recognized when data are collected-
and, more critically, when compared--but that recognition merely 
cautions against claims that are too rash. If the limitations 
are acknowledged, tentative statements are possible regarding 
the dimensions of appellate delay. 

In recent years much more information has been gathered 
about delay on appeal than was available previously. Many 
problems with the statistics remain, but on the whole the 
quality of information is far better than previously avail~ble. 
Table 3.1 presents current statistics on the time from the 
beginning of an appeal to decision for those cases that com
plete the full appellate process .14 Statistics are given for 
24 courts of last resort and 13 intermediate courts in 29 
states, including the District of Columbia. lS Average (mean) 
figures are given whenever possible because they are the most 
common statistics; otherwise, the median is used. 

Table 3.1 shows much variation among the courts. In 14 
states more than a year is consumed in disposing of the average 
case. Only four courts meet the American Bar Association's 
S'tandards' goal that decisions occur five or six months from. 
the notice of appeal. 16 The vast majority take at least half 
again as long; nine courts average 18 months or 'more for civil 
appeals, criminal appeals, or both. These data have not been 
compared with standards that might exist in each state, but if 
the benchmarks of the American Bar Association or the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals are 
accepted, delay on appeal seems to be a problem· in this country. 
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Table 3.1 .:?' t 
\ . 

Case-Processing Times in Appell~te Courts 

r 

State and Court 

Alabama 
Supreme Cour:t 
Ct. Crim. App. 
Ct. Civil App. 

Alaska 
Supreme Court 

Arkansas 
Supreme Court 

California 
Ct. of App~a1 

Colorado 
Supreme Court 

Connecticut 
Supreme Court 

District of Col. 
Court of App. 

~" 

Period 
Beginning 

E!vent 
Type Time 

of Case (months) 

cases·~","·aecision 
docketed' below 
10/1/70 

all direct 12 
appeals 11 

10 
to 

9/30/72 

1977 

1977 

quarter 
ending 
6/30/77 

1973 

year 
ending 
6/30/77 

1977 

notice of civil 
appeal criminal 

decision all 
below civil 

criminal 

notice of civil 
appeal criminal 

filing criminal 

16 
19 

10 
10 
10 

14 
11 

15 

filing all appeals 23 
civil ncn-

jury 20 
civil jury 18 
criminal 31 

docketing all 15 
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median 

mean 

mean 

median 

mean 

mean 

mean 
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Table 3.1 cont'd 

Beg,inning Type Time 
State and Court Period Event of Case (months) Statistic 

New Jersey 
,Supreme Court year notice of all 15 mean 
App. Div. ending 

8/31/77 
appeal (or 
granting 

12 

leave) 

New Mexico 
Supreme Court 1977 notice of all 8 mean 
Ct. of Appeals appeal 5 

Oregon 
Supreme Court 1977 notice of all 11 mean 
Ct. of Appeals appeal 6 

:; 

Texas 
Ct. Civil App. 197'7 filing all 6 mean 

Washington 
Supreme Court 1977 notice of cases filed median 

appeal directly 18 
cases trans-

ferred 23 
Ct. of A}?peals all 115 

Wiflconsin 
Supreme Court year docketing all 19 median 

ending civil 22 
6/30/77 criminal 13 

Wyoming 
Supreme Court 1976 notice of al1 10 mean 

appeal 
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An interesting questj,on is whether, and if so to what ex
tent, the recent caseload rise discussed in the previous chapter 
has increased delay. The/;-flcant information about earlier 
periods suggests that dec'feasing caseload~ may not have resUlted 
in less appeal processing time. When caseloads increase, judges 
may work harder, more judges may join the court on a permanent 
or temporary basis, judges may study each case less thoroughly, 
and a host of other adaptations may allow a court to keep 
current. 17 In fact, the relationship between case load and 
delay cis ambiguous at best. Table 3.2 presents delay statistics 
fo~,12 courts from 1970-1977. 18 All these courts faced in
cr8asing workloads during this period, but only in Iowa and the 
District of Columbia has there been a clear trend toward 
increased delay. The, Massachusetts intermediate court might 
also be included, but it existed during only four years of the 
period under study. The California and Oregon courts, on the 
other hand, have" noticeably reduced their decision time. Oelay 
in the remaining courts, except the Maryland Court of Appeals, 
has been reasonably constant, although occasionally simply 
continuing at a high level. 

These statistics, however, do not cover the period when 
caseloads began their rapid increase. Perhaps the initial rise 
produced delay and by the 1970s the courts were able to adjust 
and meet further increases. Not enough information is available 
to substantiate or refute that possibility, although this pat
tern is suggested somewhat by what happened in New Jersey.19 
The New Jersey intermediate court became badly congesteo in the 
early 1960s during the initial caseload rise, even though that 
rise was moderate in relation to the rise in later years. 
Except for temporary progress in 1967-1969, the court has 
remained congested. It has been able to absorb the greatly 
increased caseload since 1970, however, with a rather modest 
increase in delay.20 Whether this one example is typical 
cannot be determined because other courts have not maintained 
adequate statistics on delay for long-enough periods. 

A Historical Perspective 

Whatever problems of delay exist today, modern appellate 
courts have adapted to the rising caseloads without the occa
sional'extreme delay that appeared in Several courts in the 
18005 and early 1900s. Because of problems of interpreting' 
delay statistics, howeve:r, only a very broad outline of the his
tory of appellate delay is possible. In general, ;it seems that 
at anyone time most courts were reasonably current, but a few 
had substantial delay problems. The ,number of courts with pro
blems\probably did not change greatly until recent times, but 
the ex'treme delays found in a few courts have long since 
disappeared. 
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'I'eble 3.2 

Delay Trends in Twelve Courts, 1970..,1977 

Beginning year 01: fiScal year ending in 
Court Event 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

1977 

California 
Courts of Appeal notice 22 17 17 17 19 17 14 14 
(civil cases) of appeal 

District of Col. 
Court of Appeal notice of 8 9 9 10 12 14 15 

appeal 

Iowa 
SUpreme Court notice of 20 14 15 18 21 

appeal 

Kansas 
Supreme Court notice of 21 18 16 15 17 18 
(civil cases) appeal 

Maryland 
Court of Appeals decision 9 9 14 10 11 

below 

Court of Special 9 91' 8 8 
Appeals 

Massachusetts 
Suprem~ JUdicial entry .., 8 6 8 8 , 
Court 

Appeals Court 7 10 8 12 

New Jersey 
Appellate notice of 10 12 12 11 12 13 13 12 
Division appeal 

New Hampshire 
Supreme Court filing 9 8 11 11 9 10 

Oregon 
Supreme court notice of 15 13 11 11 10 10 9 II 

appeal 
Court of Appeals 12 9 7 6 6 5 6 6 
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Appellate delay ih the 19th c~ntury probably was more 
common thah it i,s today because caseloads rose quickly and 
appellate judges often spent much of their time sitting as 
trial judges. ll'or example, "the Virginia Supreme Court of 
Appeals accumulated a :backlog of cases to such an extent that 
in 1848, it would take approximately eight or nine years to 
dispose of cases presently on· the docket. 1I21 Although a 
separate court of appeals was periodically established to 
reli eve th.e Supreme Cour t, the backlog rE;!mal ned high and in 
1874 deo:;:isions still took t~o-and-a-half years. 22 Similarly, 
in Maryland, "a severe backlog of cases existed on the docket 
of tho Court of Appeals from before the Revolution until the 
1870s." Thereafter! the court was ~n1arged and was able to 
remain current until the 1950s. 23 

A more complete picture of delay emerges after the turn of 
the century because more data are available. As indicated in 
the previous chapter, case10ads were fairly high through the 
1920s except for a drop in filings in most courts during World 
War I. The studies of delay from this period24 suggest that 
most courts were able to decide appeals expeditiously. At any 
one time, however, a minority of courts were badly congested, 
and anyone court wQs likely to have had problems with delay at 
some.point during the period. 25 

The national profile of delay does not appear to have 
changed much during the slack period that follow~d the 1920s, 
but the evidence is hard to interpret. Three nationwide 
studies were conducted, in 1947, 1957, and 1961. 26 EaGh 
presented statistics for only part of the appellate process, so 
only a very incomplete pictu.re of overall delay is possible. 
Although the three studies received responses from only a 
portion of the courts surveyed and they used ambiguous time 
periods, they suggest strongly that even after caseloads 
lessened, delay continued to be a problem in a small minority 
of appellate courts. The extreme delays of several years ' 
encountered by a few court$ early in the century seem to hav~ 
disappeared, but the decrease incaselQad after the mid-1930lf 
dia not e.rase the delay probl.em. 27 Unfortunately, mor€! I 

detailed or certain statements are hot possible. 
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Footnotes -- Chapter III 

1. Thomas W. Church, Jr., et a1., Pretrial Delay: A Review 
and Bibliography (Williamsburg, VA.: National Center for 
State Cour'ts, 1978), p. 3 '~"=, 

2. T~~:nas W:' Church, Jr., et a1., Justice Delayed: The Pace 
of Lit,igation in Urban Trial Courts (Williamsburg, VA.: 
National Center for State Courts, 1978), pp. 53-62. 

3. See Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U.S. 51 (1965), which 
requires prompt processing by trial courts of actions 
brought by censors~ the case can also be read to require 
prompt appellate review of trial court actions in such 
matters. 

4. Church et al., ~uDr~ note 1, pp. 3-4: 
considerable d,lspute among commentators . 
appropriate start~ng and ending points to 
calculating proce.sing time." 

• • there is 
" . as to the 
be used in 

5. Tile average can be seriously affected by the presence of 
only a few "extreme" case9, the time to dispose of which is 
noticeably longer than the time consumed by most:: cases. in 
the court's output. The median, or "middle" case, 
determined by arranging the cases in sequence from shortest 
to longest time, provides a measure not affected by such 
extreme, outlying cases. As Church et al. point out, 
"because the distribution of case processing times 
typically include a ,great number of cases with ~~lative1y 
short times andCi few with very long disposition times, , 
most studies utilize the median because it is not sensitive 
to those few very long times as is the mean." Ibid., p. 3, 
n.lO. --

6. Maurice Rosenberg, "Court Congestion, Cluses and Proposed 
Remedies," The Courts, the Public and the Law Explosion, 
(Hauy W. Jones, ~d.) (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice 
Hall, 1965), p. 55. 

7. Florida Appellate Rules, Rules 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7. 

8. California Rules of Court, Rules 2, 4, 16. 

9. California Constitution, Art. 6, sec. 19. 

10. American Bar Association Commission on Standards of 
Judicial Administration, Standards Relating to Appellate 
Courts, (Chicago, IL.: American Bar Association, 1977), 
Standard 3.52. 
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11. National Advisory Commission on Criminal JUl?Hce" Standards 
and Go'ls~ Courts (Washington, D.C.! 1973), Standard 6.4. 

12. Maureen Solomon, Caseflow Managem~pt in the Trial Court 
(Chicago, IL.: American Bar Association, 1973), p. 38. 

13. It should be clear as well that if the standards do any 
more than memoralize the present pace of appeals and are to 
serve as guides to conduct, the court will have to address 
and' possibly tighten its po:Li,cy on extensions. 

14. Most of these statistics were taken from court annual 
reports. The other sources are: National Center for State 
Courts, Report on the Appellate Process in Alabama, 
(Denver, CO.: National Center for State Courts, 1973), 
p. 48; State of Connecticut Judicial Department, Case r' 

Management of the Dockets of the Supreme Cour t an-d--' ,~. 
Appellate Session of Superior Court Project, Summary of 
Project Operations, May, 1977 - June, 1978 (State of 
Connecticut Judicial Department, 1978), p. 70; National 
Center for State Courts, Case load , Backlog and Delay in the 
Fourth District Court of Appeals of Florida (Denver, CO.: 
National Center for State Courts, 1973), p. 21; Supreme 
Court Appellate Court Committee, An Investigation Into the 
Problems Created by the Growing Appellate Caseload in rdaho 
(1977), p. 10; the Michigan figures are from National Court 
Statistics Project, State Court Caseload statistics: 
Annual Report, 1975 (Williamsburg, VA.: National Center 
for State Courts, 1979); James A. Lake, The Appellate 
Process and Staff Research Attorneys in the Supreme Court 
of Nebraska (Denver, CO.: National Center for State 
Courts, 1975), pp. 47-48; George s. Pappagianis, "A Primer 
on Practice and Procedure in the, Supreme Court of New 
Hampshir:e," New Hampshire Bar Journal, Vol. 17 (1976), 
p. 172, at pp. 182-183. Statistics for Iowa, Missouri, and 
Wyoming were obtained from unpublished tables obtained from 
the courts. Statistics for the New Mexico courts are 
somewhat uncertain; it appears that the Court of Appeals' 
statistics, using 23 categories of cases, do not include 20 
"atypical cases" (or six percent of all appeals decided), 
which are generally the cases with the longest delays. 
They are unlikely to a,dd more than a month to the average 
time for decisions, however. The figures for Alaska and 
Arkansas are for a sample of caSes decided during the year 
rather than for all cases. Some manip\llation 9f statistics 
was necessary in several states. In California and 
Washington the intermediate court figures are 1:he medians 
of the median figures for the various division~~ of the 
courts. In Illinois and Florida the medians ate estimated 
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from time ranges given. When statistics were given in 
terms of days in the original sources, they have been 
translated into months for this table on the basis of 30.42 
days per month. 

15. An attempt was made to use the notice of appeal as the 
beginning event, but this was not available for several 
courts. The decision below typically occurs a month before 
the notice of appeal (~, Alabama, Maryland, and 
f.1ississippi). The filing or first docket entry is, assumed 
to be 'the notice of appeal, but for some states this 
assumption may be erroneous. Except in Alabama, the period 
is the. year the cases were decided. 

16. See A.B.A. Standards Relating to Appellate Courts, supra 
nqte 10, p. 86. 

17. It also should be noted that it is not feasible to relate 
delay to the number of cases decided or filed per judge. 
The use of panels and temporary judges and the temporary 
absence of regular judges, among other factors, make 
caseload per judge figures suitable for only very rough 
comparisons. 

The courts in this table are those for which delay 
statistics for several years are presented in the-annual 
reports, except that the New Hampshire figuresar~ from 
Pappagianis, supra note 14, pp. 182-183, and the California 
and New Jersey statistics are taken from annual reports for 
successive years. Iowa is included even though the time 
period measured is very unclear. The figures in Table 3.2 
accurately reflect the delay in the Iowa Supreme Court, 
however. See Mark McCormick, "Appellate Congestion in 
Iowa: Dimensions and Remedies," Drake I,aw Review, Vol. 25 
(1975), p. 133, at p. 146. The data for 1976 and 1977 are 
from unpublished data supplied by the Court. Table 3.1 
indicates that the average ti.me from notice of appeal to 
decision in 1977 was 21 months and in 1976 was 18 months. 
A study of the court found that the 1969-1970 time was 15 
months. Institute of Judicial Admini 9tration', The Supreme 
Court of Iowa, A Study ~f its Procedures and Administration 
(New York, N.Y.: Institute of Judicial Administration, 
1971), p. 23-a. 

19. The data are taken from Annual Report cf the Administrative 
Director of the Courts, State of New Jersey, 1969-1970, pp;., 
19, 21. 

20. The time from notice of appeal to decision in the New 
Jersey Appellate Division decreased slightly from 12.9 in 
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1975~1976 to 12.5 in 1976-1977. See Annual Report of the 
Administrative Director of the Courts, State of New Jersey, 
1976-1977, p. B-12. 

21. David K. Sutelan and Wayne R. Spencer, "The Virginia 
Special Court of Appeals: Constitutional Relief for an 
Overburdened ({ourt," William and Mary Law Review, Vol. 8 
(1967), p. 244, at p. 254. 

22. Ibid., p. 266. 

23. John T. Joseph and Henrv R .. Lord, "A Discussion of the 
Proposed Intermediate Appellate Court for Maryland," 
Maryland Law Review, Vol. 25 (1965), p. 300, at p. 3Q;,g} 

24. Robert W. stayton and M.P. Kennedy, "A Study of Pendency in 
Texas Civil Litigation," Texas Law Review, Vol. 21 (1943), 
p. 382; Edward O. Curran and Edson R. Sunderland, "The 
Organization and Operation of Courts of Review," Third ;'\ 
Report of the Judicial Council of Michigan (1933) -;-P:-145; \( 
"i'1ethods of Work in the Appellate Courts of the united 
States," Journal of the American Judicature Society, Vol. 9 
(1925), p. 20, at pp. 20":;U ana, Vol.. 10 (1926), p. 57, at 

.. p. 59; W.;Il ter F. Dodd, "The Work of the Supreme Court of 
illinois," Illinois Law Review, Vol. 21 (1926), p. 207, at 
p. 219. 

25. For instance, the Oregon Supreme Court's delay increased 
from seven months in the late 1910s to more than two years 
from briefing to argument ten years later and then down to 
two months two years after that. See Curran and 
Sunderland, supra note 24, p. 145. The Texas Supreme Court 
and the New York Court of Appeals both were said to be 
current in the early 1930s but the delay in Texas was more 
than four years for the average case in 1913-1916 and in 
New York it was two years or longer between 1896 and 1921. 
Ibid., pp. 19l-l92. 

26. "Judicial Statistics of State Courts of Last Resort," 
Journal of the American Judicature Society, Vol. 31 (1947), 
p. 117; Institute of Judicial Administration, Appellate 
Courts. Internal Operation Procedures. Preliminary Report 
(New York, N.Y.: Institute of Judicial Administration, 
1957), pp. 22-27; Council of Stf,lte Governments, Appellate. 
Practices and Rules of Procedure', (Chicago, IL.: Council 
of State Governments, 1961), Table 6. 

27. The 1947 study found that for civil cases decided in the 
last quarter of 1946 or early 1947 for 44 of the 48 states, 
seven months or less elapsed between filing of the record 
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and decision in most state supreme courts, but seven courts 
repor ted time of more than 10 months. Journal of tri'e 
American Judicature Society, supra note 26, p. l~Fewer 
than half of the appellate courts responded to the 1957 
survey about. the time from judgment below to oral 
argument. For those responding, a rough median time was 
.ight months fo~ supreme courts and six months for 
intermediate courts. Two supreme courts (Montana and 
Oregon) estimated the time at more than a year. Institute 
of Judicial Administration, supra note 26 ,aE pp. 22-27. 
The 1961 study asked supreme courts for the average time 
between when a case "goes on the docket" and final 
decision. The meaning of "goBs on the docket" is 
uncertain, but the most likely interpretation is the 
arrival of the record or briefs. In any event, the 
estimates of the responding 35 courts varied widely, but 
only Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Minnesota, Nevada, Oklahoma 
and Oregon estimated ten months or more. Council of State 
Governments, sUEra note 26, Table 6. 
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N. ADDING AND RESTRUCTURING RES("'URCES ANP 
RESTRUCTURING THE SCOPE OF RIDJIEW 

A spectrum of responses is available to a 90urt facing 
growing caseloads and increasing delay. Somel such as 
adjustments in calendar management, curtailment of traditional 

. aspects of the appellate process, and use of settlement 
conferences, seek primarily to allow more efficient use of the 
time available to judges with constraints imposed by-CUrrent 
resources. Others ar8 directed toward adding resourceS to the 
appellate courts, either. directly (adding judges or staff Or 
creating a new level of courts) or indirectly through 
restructuring of jurisdiction. The latter set of responses 
will be discussed in this chapter, the former in the following 
chapter. 

Caution should be exercised as the reader reviews and 
considers the approaches discussed in this chapter and the 
next. No single innovation is likely to solve the problems of 
backlog and delay. This is particularly important to remember 
because one. constantly encounters the assumption that a reform 
will significantly reduce delay • Much information about. 
"effective" re.forms is transmitted by those who are advocates 
of the changes. They have tried something in their own courts 
and found that it worked--or at leas.t that it" seemed to work. 
Too often, however, there has been no test of the actual impact 
of the change. The proclaimed value of the proposed reform 
often is the result of a) initial commitment to a project· 
before it was tried; b} the perception of change, with change 
then attributed to the innovation; c)· continued later advocacy 
in support of the change; and d) underreporting of unsuccessful 
efforts. Many courts either fail to collect data for a period 
before the change and a similar period after the cha~ge or do 
not attempt data analysis to test the true impact of a change. 
Without systematic data collection or the use of some 
experimental controls, however, one cannot be Sure that the 
particular innovation really produced the effects claimed. 
Even with demonstrated positive effects in one court, sUcceSs 
there may be no more than something that worked there with 
those judges, but is not transferable, because other courts and 
other judges will be different. Thus, in evaluating the impact 
of a reform or change, it is appropriate to maintain a degree 
of skepticism. As Rosenberg has said, "there is no acceptable 
evidence that any remedy so far devised has been efficacious to 
any substantial extent. "1 

One also must be cautious in evaluating apparent fa~lures. 
New approaches may not produce the desired results for a 

',' variety of reasons~ The various persons and agencies involved 
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in the appellate process do not necessarily share the same 
goals or favor the same means for reaching a common goal. For 
instance, a court,and t;he attorney general's office may see 
both a problem,and 'possJ.ble solutions for it differently. The 
approach used to achieve a change that failed may have 
antagonized sqme judges, the bar, or court staff to such an 
extent that t~~ey worked to undermine the 'project~ if proposed 
and implemented in a different way, the change might prove 
successful. Another reason reforms may not work as expected or 
hoped is that several innqvations may need to be used in 
combination to be effective; that is, some reforms may not work 
unless other changes are made at the same time. Thus, it may 
be necessary not only to test the efficacy of a single reform 
but also to test that reform with other changes in an effort to 
determine the combined impact. An indication of the possible 
relationship among innovations can be seen in the comment by 
Carrington, Meador, and Rosenberg that, "many of our sugges
tions for efficiency are dependent on the availability of a 
central staff."2 Similarly, Hazard suggests that caseflow 
management by appellate courts requires the development or 
augmentation of administrative staff to assist in monitoring 
case progress and to provide appropriate internal information 
for the court. 3 

As might be expected, the most rapid changes aimed at 
adding or restructuring appellate resources took place during 
the eras of rising and high caseloads--the 19th and early 20th 
centuries and the past two decades. Attempts to meet rising 
caseloads with additional resources have changed somewhat 
during the years, however, and have v<:ided from state to state. 
An important lesson from these attempts is that additions to or 
changes in the basic level of r.esources should not be 
temporary. During the earlier era of high case10ads many of 
the methods used to increase appellate court capacity were 
short-term expedients. If the caseloads then remained high, or 
dropped but became high again, the remedies had to be repeated 
or new ones fo.und. In recent years it generally has been 
assumed--and correctly so on the basis of long-term caseload 
trends--that appellate court caseloads will continue to be high. 

In the following pages, a number of "structural" responses-
adding judges, creating intermediate courts, reallocating 
jurisdiction, and the use of law clerks and staff attorneys-
will be discussed in detail. 

Adding Judges 

An adaptation that has been and continues to be important 
is the creation of additional judgeships or the temporary 
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addition of judges to a court. The appellate bench originally 
consisted of judges who spent much or most of their time riding 
circuit as trial judges. During the early and mid-19th century 
the states responded to increasing appellate caseloads by slowly 
abandoning circuit riding. The next step was to remove the 
judges' trial duties. 4 Although the evidence:is s~impy( it 
seems that the transition to specialized appellate courts was 
nearly complete by the turn of the century, and in recent years 
among the state supreme courts only judges of the Maine Supreme:' 
Judicial Court have r.etained a dual trial and appellate role. 5 

The second major adaptation was to increase the number of 
judgeships. The vast~majority of state supreme courts had 
three to five judges until the ,mid-lBOOs and then expanded by 
at least two judges by the turn of the century. Expansion 
slowed during the early 1900s and virtually stopped after the 
1930s. 6 On the other hand, the number and size of intermediate 
courts has increased greatly. There were 175 intermediate 
court judges in 1933 and 184 in 1956. At present there are 498. 7 

Few courts--even intermediate courts--exceed nine members, 
but in light of the recent explosion in the number of interme
diate court judges and the belief of some observers that the 
ultimate answer to rising caseloads is more appellate judges,8 
the number may well grow. Adding judges would seem to be a way 
of reducing delay and, indeed, may be necessary simply to keep 
a court's backlog from getting worse. Caution must be 
exercised, however, in making the decision to add judges. one 
of the best statements on the possible effects of this action 
on delay was made in 1933: "Where the service is an individual 
one, a saving in time can be effected by increasing the number 
of judges, but where the service is collective no such gain is 
possible.n9 This suggests the complexities of the problem. 
For one thing, the more judges on a court, the more the 
"managerial" or administrative problems. For examp,le, a 
three-judge appellate court usually sits only ea bane, while a 
seven-judge court might sit in panels that then 'must be set up 
and coordinated. Adding judges produces the problem of 
integrating new members of a court and raises the possibility 
of internal doctrinal conflict or inconsistency. When additions 
to the court are temporary, there is less opportunity for tne 
new members to learn the norms and thought processes operative 
in the court, eyen if the new judges are .conscientious in' their 
efforts to abs6'rb the court's ways of deciding its cases. As 
the size of a court increases, the use of and numbe.r of panels 
increases. This leads to i!lbreased problems of consistency of 
decision making among the panels. And large numbers of judges 
on a court makes convening of en banc courts difficult in terms 
of both the mechanics of convening the judges and the conduct 
of:: oral argument: <"nd conference. Finally, in those courts in 
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which all opl.nl.ons are circulated among all judges, j,ncreasing 
the number of judges operates to increase the time rE!quired to 
produce each opinion. 

Carrington, Meador, and Rosenberg say that "as trial justice 
becomes more available, fewer li tigants settle privii\:,ely and 
more remain in the queue to secure the service."lO F~or 
appellate courts, however, they contend that increasing the 
number of judges does not lead to an increase in the appellate 
caseload: "Incr:eases in appellate caseload have not, in the 
experienpe of any system which publi$hes statistics, been shown 
to relai:'e to increases in judgeships."ll Yet such a result 
is conceivable. If litigants think that more appeals can be 
handled by a court with added judges, or if potential appel
lants believe that additional judges will;~allow appea:ls to be 
concludE::d faster, then more judges may we'll produce more 
appeals--and thus less effect on backlog and delay. If more 
trial judges are added at the same time new appellate judge-
ships are created, as in the 1978 federal Omnibus Judlges Bill, 
additional trials generated by the new trial judges ",Iill 
generate more appellate business, again reducing the 
possibility of making headway against a backlog. Perhaps in 
the short run new appellate judges can help reduce the pending 
case inventory, but after a period of time it again ~Iill begin 
to mount. 

The addition of judges also must be examined in l:elation to 
expected and actual.,individual judge productivity, dE!fined as 
dispositions per judge. If judges already on a court: "relax" 
when new judges are added, delay reduction may be less than 
expected .12 On the other hand, wi thin limi ts, produ(~ti vi ty 
can increase without the addition of judge~ if judges perceive 
backlog as a problem and adjust their work habits and procedures 
to improve productivity. (Ironically, such enhanced activity 
may make it difficult to convince legislators that more judges 
are necessary. This "Catch 22" situation may affect judges' 
incentives to increase productivity.) 

Even if it is concluded that new judges are needed to 
achieve a reduction in delay, there clearly are a number of 
factors beyond the size of the caseload and the extent of delay 
that influence the decision of a court to seek additional judi
cial positions and of a legislature and executive to grant them: 

- The short-term financial situation of the funding 
jUrisdiction; 
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- The long-term financial impact of the new position(s), 
including 

pension and other fringe benefits, 
additional support staff, and 
additional office, library, and, perhaps, courtroom 

space; 

- The present availability of office and courtroom space; 

- Other needs ana priorities of the court or of the 
judicial system; 

- Concern about diluting the status of the positj"Qn; 

- Present political relations among the three branches of 
government; 

- The public's support for or opposition to "the courts"; 
and, possibly, 

- The present and antic~pated methods of selecting new 
jUdges.' " ';i; ''\\ 

The influence of each of theselLfactors varies considerably 
among states and over time within a state. Whether they 
operate independen~ly of a court's caseload and delay situation 
or reinforce the need as shown by court statistics also varies, 
but all states share the reality that data alone do not 
determine the question. 

When adding judges permanently is not preferred, courts may 
use pro tem judges. State appellate systems have a wide 
variety of mechanisms to supplement the regularly authorized 
complement of judges. The major means, usually regulated by 
statute or constitution, are assigning 

- judges from other appellate courts in the state; 

- judges from trial courts of general jurisdiction: 

- retired appellate judges; and 

- retired trial judges. 

An assignment may be for only one case, but many times it will 
be for a more extended period. In some jurisdictions these 
temporary appointments are authorized only to fill a vacancy or 
to obtain a substitute for an absent or recused judge. In 
others, an appointment has the practical effect of increasing 
the court's regular complement of judges. 
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Appellate court capacity also has long been supplemented 
by the use of nonjudicial personnel, although the fotm of 
assistance has changed drastically in recent y~ars from the 
commissioner system to the use of law clerks Ifnd staff 
attorneys. Historically, there have been three procedures 
for using commissioners and extra judges assigned to an 
appellate court. Under the most frequent and predominant 
arrangement, they sit in ~?tation alongside the regular 
judges. The second arr~ngement, which has not been used for 
~ years, is creation of a separate division--essentially a 
~eparate cOUrt outside the supreme court--to decide appeals. 
In some states the decisions of such a body were not 
technically final without the affirmance of the supreme 
court, but their decisions were final in three states: New 
York (starting in 1870), Texas (1879), and Virginia (1849). 
Established as temporary measures, these unusual courts 
lasted for only five years in New York and two years in 
Texas, but the system was used sporadically in Virginia until 
1928. Texas and six other states established panels of 
commissioners to hear appeals and write opinions that were 
subject to supreme court approval. The third use of 
commissioners and .retired judges is as "special masters" or 
"referees" in hearing and deciding cases that are especially 
compiex or require grasp of specialized knowledge to evaluate 
the issues and arguments. The major objection to the 
commissioner system is that too much authority is delegated 
to nonjudges. Largely as a result of this criticism, 
supplementary personnel are now.placed in more.subol:dinate 
roles, as clerks to individual judges or as staff attorneys. 

Law Clerks and Staff Attorneys 

Appellate courts have employed law clerks for individual 
judges for some time; creation of the position of staff 
attorney, a person who works for the court as a.whole rather 
than exclusively for an individual judge, is much more recent. 
The creation of staff attorney units is one of the most 
frequently suggested remedies today for appellate court 

',:! congestion and delay. 

Law clerks working for individual judges ("elbow clerks") 
are iwportant in assisting the judges with their work, 
although the tasks assigned to them vary. The volume and 
quality of the clerks' work have an effect on what judges 
do. Some judges ask clerks for recommendations or even have 
them draft opinions, while ot.hers limit them to checking the 
adequacy of the assertions and citations made by lawyers in 
the~r briefs. In contrast to staff attorneys, the judges 
cle'i:trly are" in charge" of their elbow clerks. Some judges 
.feel that one clerk is as much as they can handle; more than 
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two normally is felt to be inappropriate because the;ramount 
of time spent supervising a larger number of clerks 'is said 
to outweigh the benefit they can provide.1.3 Among the 
undesirable side-effects of a large law-clerk staff are 
supposed to be a) "the tendency for the judge to confer with 
his staff rather than with his judicial colleagues," thus 
decreasing the court's collegiali tYi b) l;he tendency for the 
judge to become less a judge and more an administrator; and 
c) the possibility that the judge will no longer be taking 
full personal responsibility for the decisions entrusted to 
him. It is also argued on the basis of experience that, 
"thel;~ is a fairly low point, of diminishing return in 
judicial productivity /:esulting from the creationof~,uch 
clerkships."14 These /:easons may help explain why, when a 
court decides to hire central staff attorneys, the judges 
often prefer. to work through a single senior staff attorney; 

'even if there is some contact between judges and indivj,dual 
staff attorneys, most of the work is handled through and 
monitored by the senior attorney. 

'II, 

Clerks, normally being EreS,h, out~'6f law school, bring new 
ideas to the judges. This"is one reason why some judges 
prefer elbow clerks to staff at.torneys, who are more likely 
to stay on at the court for several years and thus are 
further remjvea from the" stimulus of law school and are more 
totally depen~ent on the court's internal environment. 

In using law clerks, the judges can avoid some 
duplication or labor. Instead of having each elbow cle;;k 
prepare a bench memo on every case, the presiding judge of a 
panel can divide the work so that each clerk has primary . 
responsibility for a particular set of cases. This does not 
relieve the judges and the other clerks of all work on t;hese 
cases, of course, because the memoranda from the other 
judges' cJ.erks will have to be reviewed. Some saving of 
clerks ' time probably OCCllrs, however. Duplication of effort 
caused by both staff attorneys and elbow clerks preparing 
memoranda also must be guarded against, because, as Lefl.r 
has recently argued, "duplication of their work can be 
w.asteful." While he concedes the value of having double 
memoranda prepared in complex cases/>he sees no need for it 
in the "mass of case~.n15 . 

Staff. attorneys, who have a number of different titles, 
including "research analyst" (Arizona), "administrative 
assistant" (Illinois)1 "special as;sistant" (Virginia), and 
"commissioner" (Ohio, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, ana 
Indiana) t perform a variety of functions. One of theilei tasks 
is to prepare memoranda for the judges in designated types of 
cases coming before the court or, more rarely, for all cases. 
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If the staff attorneys prepare memos in the' easier cases, the 
.~1.b~ow clerks will work on the more difficult cases; if staff 
attorneys prepare memos in all cases, then the law clerks and 
the judges ,·.review aria ada to those materials • 

In ~ome courts staff attorneys may review applications for 
discretionary review. In the Michigan Court of Appeals, where 
they are ,Jused for this purpose, 9taff attorneys ("commissioners") 
pre~?re reports summarizing the relevant facts, analyzing the 
legal issues, and proposing an appropriate disposition. Their 
function is clearly to supplement the applications and br.iefs 
of the litigants, which are available when the judges decide 
whether or nbt to grant or deny review. 16 To assure that . 
their wor,'k is as nearly uniform as possible, the commissioners 
r.J,i,I3C~SS . their reports among themselves before submitting them; 
th~y also have an index of reports prepared during the previous 
10 years. The standards used by the commissioner-s in making 
their recommendations are a combination of formal standards set 
forth in court rules and informal standards developed by the 
commissioners themselves over time. 

In the United States Court of Appeal'S for the Fourth 
Circuit, where more than 95 percent of the court's business 
pass6s through the staff attorneys, staff attorneys review pro 
~ petitions and correspond with petitioners to complete a 
sati sf. actory record; they then develop peti tioner s' contentions 
more logically and effectively. They also :ceview aLL cases set 
for full briefing and oral argument, recommending whether they 
are appropriate for disposition without oral argument. For 

. those cases in which they recommend that o1:al argument not be 
held, they prepare prL'posed per curiam or memorandum decisions 
that, along with the rec6rd and trial transcript, are sent to 
the panel. When the staff attorneys know the composition of a 
panel, which"they do in pro g cases, they may tailor their 
work somewhat to fit the panel. 

If the staff prepares full rr,emoranda reviewing the cases 
and, m9.re particularly, drafts opinions in simpler cases, the 
issue becomes the extent' to which the judges accept this work 
with no, or on.ly cursory, review. Because of the demands on 
judges in cases. receiving full treatment, the judges may accept 
much of the staff attorneys '. work in these simpler caSes) in 
fact, if they did not, there would be little sense in using the 
staff attorneys because the judges' investment of time in the 
de novo review would largely eliminate the time savings staff 
attorneys supposedly provide. Yet if the judges are to remain 
responsible for the court's work, they must review the staff 
attorneys' work even if they do so in a cursory fashion. 
Review by the judges is particul~rly necessary in the early 
stages of a staff att~rney progr~m so that the staff is fully 
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aware of judicial policy gUidelines and so that the guidelines 
control staff output. ,Flz-.nders and Goldman interviewed cOllrt 
personnel and judges in the federal system's Fourth Circuit 
about the criticism that federal judges have abdicated their 
responsibility to staff attorneys. On the ,basis of the 
responses, the researchers concluded that it was the judges, 
not the staff, who make the basic decisions. 17 

Despite Flanders' and Goldman's conclusion, problems 
remain. For one thing, litigating attorneys are unsure of the 
recommendations made by the staff attorneys to the judges. A 
forthright solution to that problem, proposed by Carrington, 
Meador, and Rosenberg, is that, despite courts' reluctance to 
reveal internal court memoranda, "in every staff-processed case 
the ,staff memorandum and staff-draf ted opinion be sent to 
counsel. "18 (See pages 95 -96, below.) Another potenti;;l.l 
prpblem is that, while staff attorney offices are established 
to' reduce delay, they may actually become a source of it. If 
their workload is such that a backlog develops in the 
preparation of memoranda, for example, cases must be sent to 
the judges without the advance staff work. Carrington, Meador, 'J 

and Rosenberg say that this should be don,e if the staff director 
"cannot assign a case to a staff attorney \'lith a backlog Qf 
three or fewer cases," in which situation "he should not assign 
it at all. "19 

Productivity of central staff also may be hindered if 
problems of implemen.ting a new staff arrangement are not 
faced. While informal cooperation can facilitate the 
transition tv a central staff arrangement, "an uncooperative 
clerk I s office can hinder staff operations in numerous ways. "20 
Indeed, the authority of the presiding (or chief) judge or the 
entire court may well be needed to achieve acceptance of the 
idea. Another danger is that the staff maY.,not be used for 
work helpful to the court as a whole if judges, unfamiliar with 
the concept, see the staff attorneys as merely additional elbow 
clerks.2~, Integrating a central staff into court proce-
dures might well be easier in a well-organized court, for if a 
court were not well organized, adding another unit such as a 
staff attorney unit might exacerbate administrative problems 
rather than assist the court. 22 

The .most recent criticism ot the use of staff attorneys 
comes from California, where Chief Justice Bird has warned 
against the bureaucratization of justice through increased 
reliance on central staff, particularly because--unlike 
individual judges' clerks--they are more likely to be permanent 
employees of the court. 23 As court employees, their ' 
accountabil~ty to the public is lessened in comparison with the 
accountability of elbow clerks, achieved through accountability 
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of the individual judge. Chief J4stice Bird also seconds the 
warning of California Court of Appeal Judge Robert Thompson 
against the "no-judge" opinion, whh-:h results from the judges 
placing so much confidence in the staff attorneys thqt the 
latter's preargument memorandum, prepared in the form of a 
draft opinion, is acc~pteq without question. 24 She is 
particularly concerned beclDse the staff-prepared opinions 
generally become unpublished per curiam opinions; not only 
might that leaa to less careful review by the judges, but 
review by the practicing bar is foreclosed. Furthermore, 
because unpublished opinions are supposed to be used where 
little or no precedential value ex:i,sts, the cases are not as 
likely to be granted review by the California Supreme Court. 

The most important systematic test of the use of central 
staff was a four-state project directed by Daniel Meador fo~ 
the National Center for State Courts. The project, carried out 
in Illinois, New Jersep, Virginia, and Nebraska, was designed 
to test a series of hypotheses: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

a central staff would increase an appellate court's 
productivity, and would do so more than would 
providing law clerks for individual judges; 

a court with such staff would retain effective control 
over decision making; 

productivity and collegiality would be served more 
through use of central staff than through the addition 
of judges; 

the staff wOl'.1d provide the judges wi th more time to 
devote to difficult cases; 

staff memoranda would be helpful and allow the court 
to decide·,some cases 'with short, unsigned opiniQns--an 
hypothesis in turn b~ised on the idea that many appeals 
are 'routine and can be so decided; and 

use of central staff in these ways would be acceptable 
to lawyers practicing in the appellate courts. 25 " 

Some of these hypotheses were supported and some were not. 
Project evidence showed greater appellate court productivity 
from use of central staff. The hypothesis that such staff 
would increase productivity more than would elbow clerks was 
not supported, however, the evidence being too ambiguous to '. 
tell one way or the other, There was support for the 
pr9positions that a court could retain effective control over 
its decisional prQcess, that use of central staff memoranda in 
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routine cases would help in production of short unsigned 
opinionq, that marty appeals are of a routine variety so that 
they can be debided with such opinions, and that the practicing 
appellate bar would accept staff procedures. There Was " 
inade'quate support, however, for the proposition that cent.ral 
staff allowec'l judges mOJ;e working time on difficult cases ani! 
for the idea that central staff would increase productivity and 
preserve collegiality more than adding judges to a court. 26 

Meadoo also suggested that the effects of staff assistance 
would be gre~ter' in civil than in criminal appeals, because the 
latter are often given more prompt treatment by many courts. 
Moreover, he argued, even if the appellate process were s10wer 
once staff had been addeo, that would not necessarily be--'
negative- because staff might be adding elements to the court1s 
consideration of cases that were previously unavailable. 

Despite the attractiveness to some observers of the stafE 
attorney mechanism, it is likely that only high-volume courts 
pressed by their caseloads would be willing to implem~nt the 
use of central staff and to ~tilize it effectively. ~ased on 
experience in Illinois, though, Meador suggests that it is this 
very kind of court that may have trouble: The exisl:.ence of a 
backlog may interfere with using staff in innovative ways 
because the judges in such a situation have inadequate time to 
devote "to thinking about procedural changeD.,,27 

Intermediate Appellate Courts 

The creation of intermediate courtB has been a major way to 
add resources to deal with caseJ.oad problems in supreme 
cOL'rts. The first intermediate court was established in New 
Jersey in the early 18th century. New York followed in 1846, 
Ohio in 1852, Missouri in 1865, Illinois in 1877, and Louisiana 
in 1879. These courts were not true appellate court's, though, 
because their judges, like those in early supreme courts, were 
mainly trial judges. The first intermediate court specializing 
in appellate work was established in Ohio in 1883. From then 
until 1911, 15 more states established true intermediate 
courts. Three later abolished the courts, however, and until 
1958, when t~e Florida Courts of Appeals were established, only 
13 states had intermediate courts. Then, during the past two 
decades, 14 more states have created second appellate tiers, 
resulting in the present total of 28. 28 

Appellate courts perform two main futKH;:ions--error 
correction and lawmaking. 29 Both functions exist--and are 
necessary--in an appellate system, but both need not be' 
performed hy a singte court. To the extent that, they are 
separable, and in !;~SriJecases they are not, theY"a~:e thought by 

~ ~ 
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most observers to diOide roughly along the present jurisdic
tional lines of the two levels of appeals in a majority of 
states. The highest appellate court devotes proportionately 
more time to lawmaking while the intermediate appellate courts 
are supposed to engage predominately in error correction. 

The advantages and disadvantages of intermediate appellate 
courts have been stated succinctly by Leflar. 30 The primary 
advantage, he says, is that they are the best method for dealing 
with large backlogs. They can significantly decrease the 
appeals with which the state's highest court has to deal and 
concurrently make appeal available in more cases. At least 
initially, they may r.ender a decision in less time than the 
supreme court when there is only one appeal in a case. Other 
advantages, such as reduced travelwnen the court operates in 
districts and less expensive appeals, benefit the litigant more 
than the court. The basic disadvantage, Leflar argues, is 
increased cost to those litigants requiring a second appeal. 
with respect to delay, the length of time between initiation 
and termination of appeals may be increased, particularly in 
two-appeal cases. Costs to the taxpayer also are higher. 
MoreQver, the certainty of precedent may be undermined. 
Fina.1.ly, the quality of judicial personnel is said to be lowered. 

states have used three basic jurisdictional arrangements, 
with several variations, to apportion appeals between supreme 
courts and intermediate courts. The most common is to retain 
direct appeal to the supreme court for a substantial portion of 
first appeals, particularly those involving major felony con
victions and constitutional issues, with the remainder going to 
the intermediate court{s). With this arrangement, double 
appeals (one case appealed to two courts) are less frequent 
because the types of cases for which it is most likely that 
review would be sought in the court of last resort go directly 
to that court. A drawback is that initial jurisdictional 
alignments, even if based on sound judgments about the 
importance of various types of appeals, only inexactly route to 
the supreme court on the first appeal the important issues on 
which that court should make law. Further, whenever the supreme 
court continues to have sUbstantial mandatory jurisdiction, the 
division of jurisdiction may be unclear for many appeals, 
creating confusion among members of the bar and thus leading to 
the raising of additional jurisdictional issues that the supreme 
court must decide. More important, the jurisdictional division 
is very likely to result in uneven di.stribution of caseload 
between the supreme court and thE! inter.mediate court. (This 
shoul.d no!; Cquse delay, however, unless one level were 
underworked.) If initial jurisdictional distributions were 
based on the composition of the appellate caseload when the 
intermediate courts were established, they may later become 
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unsuitable if certain types of appeals increase disproportionately. 
This problem muat be addressed by action of the legislature~ 

The second type of jurisdictional arrangement, favored in 
the American Bar Association's stanaaras,3l is found in 
California, Michigan, Maryland, and Wisconsin, among others '. 
Almost all. first appeals are to the intermediate court, ;Leaving 
the supreme court with discretionary jurisdiction over 
intermediate court decisions and mandatory jurisdiction only 
over extraordinary writs. In this arrangement, the court of 
last resort can select for review, if it wishes, only those 
issues imp_ortant for lawmaking, leaving euor correction to the 
intermediate courts. 

n 
The third type of juriZ;Oictional division, a relatively 

recent innovation, exists in only a few states, ~., 
Massachusetts and Oklahoma. All appeals are sent initially to 
the supreme court, which retains some cases and refers the 
others to the intermediate court. The supreme court has_ 
discretionary jurisdiction over intermediate court aecisions, 
but review is seldom granted, so double appeals .are a minor 
problem. Apportionment of work;Loads between the two levels of 
appellate court can be adapted easily to resources available. 
The supreme court can retain the appeals containing issues 
important for lawmaking/ permitting their prompt resolution. 
This third jUrisaictional arrangement is not free· of drawbacks, 
however. The supreme court judges must spend extra time 
reviewing and allocating the cases, necessarily adding an 
additional step that may cont~ibute to delay. If the supreme 
court is not also sensitive about the caseload of the interme
diate court, the intermediate court might become overloaded and 
then delayed. 

Beyond these basic jurisdictional arrangem~nts ar~ several 
important variations than can affect the apportionment of 
appeals between intermediate and supreme courts and thus affect 
appellate court delay and backlog. In many states, appeals 
originally filed in the intermediate court can be transfGt'red. 
to. the supreme court. Many states have provisions allowing the 
supreme court to bypass the intermediate court in cases 
containing major, important issues that need prompt resolution. 
The bypass mechanism also can be used to. relieve overloaded 
intermediate courts whenever the supreme court can handle more 
than its regular caseload. 32 In several states, intermeCliate 
courts can certify cases to the supreme court whenever the 
intermediate court believes the issues are of major 
importance. This ~reatly speeds the disposition of those 
issues. Certification may take considerable judge time, 
however, s,ince both the intermediate and the supreme courts 
must "review the case. 
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California has another variation. In addition to having 
the power to balance caseloads among district courts of appeal 
by reassigning cases from one district to another, the Supreme 
Court may take a case ~ sponte after it has been decided by 
the court of appeal, even though no petition for further review 
has been filed. Tbe high court can use this power to clarify 
the 'law and to reconcile rulings of the courts of appeal wi th 
its own rulings', either recently released or soon to be announced. 
This mechanism, clearly part of the court's lawmaking function, is 
seldom used,33 but can serve to protect the interests of parties 
in individual cases, too. 

Available information indicates that delay in courts of last 
resort has been reduced significantly after the creation of an 
intermediate court. The time from docketing to decision in the 
Maryland Court of Appeals decreased from 9.4 months in fiscal year 
1966-67 to 7.6 months in 1968-69 (20 percent), after the interme
diate court was established in 1967. Similarly, the time from 
receipt of transcript to decision in the New Mexico Supreme Court 
decreased from 14.5 months to 10.5 months (28 percent) between 
1966 and 1968. And time from filing to disposition for criminal 
cases in Colorado decreased from over two. years to 15 months (44 
percent) after the intermediate court was created. 34 No court 
of last resort has experienced an increase in its delay in the 
first few years after creation of an intermediate court. 

These savings of time occur after the case reachea the court 
of last resort. Probably the most important problem created by 
the establishment of an intermediate appellate court is the de:L;;a\~ 
and expense of a second appeal. Even if the supreme court deTtJ.€p' 
the petition for further review, extra time has been consume~ -, , 
before the final decision. The magnitude of this problem depends 
on how often cases are subjected to two appellate reviews and on 
the extent of delay in the supreme court, which varies from state' 
to state. 

It is rare to abolish supreme court review of intermediate 
court decisions in order to prevent second appeals. Florida 
appears to be the only state that has attempted to make appeals to 
the. intermediate court the final appeal in more than small 
categorie$ of cases, and the state's, ~upreme court has expended 
much effort to define the limitations of its review. 35 
Moreover, very few states, among them notably New York, per:mi t 
many 'second appeals as of right. A second appeal as of right 
typically occurs when the intermediate court decision is not 
unanimous or when the trial court is reversed; capital convictions 
or decisions ruling statutes unconstitutional may also be allowed 
a second appeal. One study has concluded that in 11 of the 24 
states having intermediate courts in the early 1970s, the courts 
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were in fact "not intermediate but terminal" because the number of 
second appeals was exceedingly small. 36 

Available data support the conclus~on that second appeals 
occur in a small percent of cases, although they may be sought 
in a significant number of cases. The number of requests to 
appeal compared with the number of intermediate court opinions 
in recent years was checked for 24 courts of last resort. The 
smallest percentage of intermediate court cases in which requests 
to appeal were made was 22 percent, in Oregon. Colorado had 
the greatest percentage of cases In which requests were made, 
54 percent. But the percent of intermediate court opinions in 
which the requests were granted was. markedly smaller: The 
range was from a low of two percent in Ohio to 12 percent in 
New Mexico. 37 These data are subject to substantial 
qualification for particular states, but at least they suggest 
the order of difference between requests made and requests 
granted and, generally, the likelihood of two appeals in a case. 

To this point the discussion has centered on a single 
int~rmediate court. Seth and Shirley Hufstedler have proposed 
a sidcond intermediate level, to be placed between the trial 
court and the existing intermediate appellate court. Propose~ 
for California, this court would be designed to decide quickly 
the large number of appeals that contain no subst'antial issues 
of law. Such a court of review would serve primarily the 
error-correction function, leaving lawmaking for the ',other 
appellate courts. Appeal from the new tribunal would be on 
petition for review, thus, it is argued, substantially 
lessening the caseload of the intermediate appellate courts. 38 
The major .argument against such a suggestion is the expense and 
delay involved in appealing from one intermediate appellate 
court tier to another. In its initial formal-ation, the trial 
judge ,would have sat with the appellate court judges for at 
least some proceedings, but that aspect of the proposal was 
subsequently abandoned. 39 The proposal is not unlike one by 
Roscoe Pound that, "the basic work of correcting error should, 
be performed by a reviewing panel working wi thin the trial 
court."4D Indeed, in both New Jersey and New York, the basic 
level of review--the Appellate Division--is part of the general 
jurisdiction trial court. 

Thus far the discussion of intermediate courts has assumed 
that they would have broad, general jUrisdiction. At allY 
appellate court level there can be either a single court:;;'~in 
which the judges hear all cases, either through panel assign
ments or by an en banc procedure--or two or more c6urts. with 
separate judsdictions based on subject matter or territory. 
About half of the 28 states with an intermed.iate appellate 
~Q!,P::t hav~ cregted two or more separate cour.ts. The divisions 
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are along subjec,t: matter lines in three" states:. Alabama and 
Tennessee have separate civil and criminal intermediate courts, 
and Pennsylvania has one intermediate court with general 
jurisdiction and one with jurisdiction over certain appeals in 
which the state or state officials are parties. Intermediate 
coutts in about a dozen states are divided along territorial 
lines, that is, different divisions hear appeals originating 
from specified counties in the state. The number of diVisions 
varies from two in Arizona to 14 in· Texas. 

A major benefit of having several ~erritorially based 
courts is said to be that hearings can be held in different 
cities around the state for the convenience of litiqants 

·without the judges having to ride circuit. Moreover, it 
permits local appeals to:be decided by locally elected (or 
selected) judges. There is the danger, however, that the 
various courts may produce divergent law more often than one 
intermediate court with statewide jurisdiction. There is the 
possibility of workload imbalance, with congestion occurring in 
some courts while others remain current. Such uneven 
distribution can be mitigated if the state supreme court has 
authority to assign judges temporarily to, or to transfer cases 
away from, the congested courts, but the amo~nt of relief 
provided to overburdened courts by these strategies is 
uncertain. For example, while the number of cases di~posed of 
by opinion in the five California District Courts of Appeal 
varied between 98 and 111 in fiscal year 1975-76, the time from 
notice of appeal to decision in civil cases varied among 
divisions from 10 to 22 months during the second quarter of 
1976. 41 Similar disparities in the time required for 
deoision appear among the" five districts of the Illinois 
intermediate court. 42 On the other hand, processing times in 
the threedivisions of the Washington Court of Appeals are quite 
similar; the medians vary from 15 to 17.4 months. 43 

There also have been numerous propos.::ils for courts 
specialized along SUbject-matter lines. At -the federal level, 
there have been proposals for an administrative court to handle 
all appeals from administrative agencies, for a court of tax 
appeals, and, most recently, for a "federal court of appeals 
for the federal circuit," to combine the present Court of 
Claims and the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. 44 Now 
similar proposals are appearing for state courts. 45 

A number of arguments are made with respect to-,;;md mostly 
in opposition to--specialized courts. 46 One is that they may 
become captives of the interests that appear regularly before 
them anq that the judges' perspecti ves \.,ill be OJ:" will become 
quite narrow. 47 Most of those arguments do not address the 
issue of delay. One argument relevant to delay is 
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that if the jurisdictional scope of a'specialized court is 
unclear, the result may be a court wi th a large VOlul:'~ of 
disputes over jurisdiction, disputes that are likely to 
increase delay. 48 If caseS can be brought to ,the special- (~, 
ized court 2E to a court of general jurisdiction, there might 
be quarrels over which is the appropriate court. 

A second problem is that the caseloads of the courts may 
become quite disparate, but the overloaded court is unlikely to 
transfer cases to the other court because of the second court's 
limited jurisdiction. For example,' Alabama's criminal interme
diate courts received 176 new cases per judge in fiscal year 
1974-1975, while the civil court received 44 per judge. 49 
The median times from filing to decision were 287 and 203 days, 
respectively, for 1970-1972. 50 Among the pennsylvania 
intermediate co"rts, the Superior Court received 519 filings 
per judge in 1976 and the Commonwealth Court received 348 
filings per judge. 5l Courts of last resort with specialized 
jurisdiction experience similar disparity. The Texas Court of 
Criminal Appeals issued 242 opinions per judge in 1976 and has 
a considerable delay probl~m. During the past several years, 
the time from notice of appeal to decision has averaged 15 to 
18 months. At the same time, the Texas Supreme Court was 
issuing 17 opinions per judge, although the judges 
must also rule on a large number of petitions for review. 52 
In Oklahoma the only comparable figure is the number of appeals 
terminated, excluding cases transferred by the Supreme Court to 
the intermediate courts that have civil jurisdiction only. In 
1976, the Supreme Court terminated fewer than 60 appeals per 
judge; the Court of Criminal Appeals terminated 296 appeals per 
judge. 53 On the other hand, the two Tennessee intermediate 
courts have roughly the same caseload per judge, and the time 
to decision is only slightly longer in the Court of Criminal 
Appeals. 54 

Disdretionary Jurisdiction 

A major form of relief, especially to courts of last 
resort, comes from transferring appeals from mandatory to 
discretionary jurisdiction. Most often this is accomplished by 
permitting an appeal of right to the intermediate appellate 
court, with discretiona~y review thereafter to the suprem~ 
court. 55 Early in this century, however, several states 
without intermediate courts gave their supreme courts; discre
tionary jurisdiction over all or sizable portions of their 
appeals .and the Virginia and West Virginia Supreme Courts still 
have discretionary j ur isdiction over the grea.t majority of 
their cases. In the V irginia Supreme Court, the r.ecord and 
brief accompany each peti tion f.qr review and the appellant has 
an opportunity to present oral argument, with a three-judge 
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panel deciding the petition. If the petition is §ccepted ,the 
appeal is submitted to full-scale review by the entire court. 
Denial of leave to appeal seems to be the equivalent of a summary 
affirmance because the Supreme Court does not turn down cases 

"'where there is shown to have been a SUbstantial possibility of 
'injustice below."56 Increa~ing caseload has meant a shift 

toward accepting cases on the basis of their societal importance, 
thus placing principal emphasis on the court's lawmaking function 

.. and less on the error-correction function. The American Bar 
Association's standards Relating to Appellate Courts consider 
such a procedure justifiable if it involves the essential , 
elements of the opportunity to be heard, because it is like 
courts that sit in panels with en bane review of panel 
decisions,51 but others believe that '''efficiency' has been 
achieved at a price to litigants in the quality of appellate 
justice that most Americans and lawyers would or should be 
unwilling to bear. "58 

Typically, discretionary jurisdiction is limited to a small 
portion of.intrat appeals. A common example is appeals from 
general jU7:1sdiction trial courts following their review of 
deoisions ~f limited jUrisdiction cour~a, because there already 
has been one appeal. Similarly, appeals from administrative 
agenci(as, which typically have internal appeal mechanisms, may be 
discretionary_, Some first-level appellate courts also have 
disoretion in cases not otherwise reviewed, such as civil cases 
involving small sums or criminal cases involving infractions. 59 
~resumably, although there is no documentation of this effect, 
the extent of this discretionary jurisdiction can greatly affect 
the workload of an appellate court of first review. 

A substantial portion of the relief to a supreme court derived 
from discretionary jurisdiction is the difference between the 
time required to decide appeals on their merits and the time 
required to decide petitions for review. As far back as 1957, 
Justice Traynor said that the "consideration of these petitions 
is a major task'" in the California Supreme Court. bO Justice 
England of the Florida Supreme Court, however, who anticipates an 
average of roughly 20 minutes for each petition (which is less 
than five percent of the time needed for a case decided on the 
merits), has estimated that the process of examining petitions 
for review required less than 10 percent of his time. 61 These 
two statements are not necessarily contradictory, however; in 
1975, the California Supreme Court had twioe the number of 
petitions for review as the Florida Supreme Court. 62 

unitary Review in Criminal Cases 

Criminal cases have been a major component in the r.ecent, 
o dramatic increase in appellate caseloads. 63 An important 
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factor in this inc,ease, it is alleged, is that the reviewing 
court in criminal cases is limited to the issues raised, so 
some issues are raised on i'nit~al appeal, others are raised in 
state postconviction remedy proceedings, and still others 
during federal habeas corpus review. The National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals noted that 
the review process for a state criminal cas~ can have as many 
as 11 different steps, some of which can be repeated. 64 
These extend from a new trial motion in the original trial 
court to a petition for certiorari to the United States Supreme 
Court asking for review of a federal court of appeals habeas 
corpus ruling .. 

One proposed remedy is for a single, unified review of all 
elements in the trial, or "unitary·c"~~view"--a term applied to a 
rather wide range of procedures. Achie\ling finality is the 
goal of these unified review procedures for criminal cases. 
Without a single unified process for review, finality cannot be 
achieved because items in the record not raised on appeal-
particularly federal constitutional claims65 _-do not get 
treated in the original appeal. 

An early, and perhaps the original, Use of the term 
"unitary review" is found in the American Bar Associationts 
standards Relating to Post-Conviction Remedies. 66 ,Tbe 
standards advocated a unitary postconviction remedy that would 
be comprehensive and encompass the functions of habeas corpus 
and other writs traditionally used in collateral-atfaCks. The 
ABA proposal I,!ould continue the separation between direct and 
collateral review. In recent years, however, several sugges
tions have" been advanced for a unified review that would combine 
direct and collateral review. The goal is to mitigate the . 
problems of repetitive review and the lack of finality in 
criminal cases by greatly decreasing the number of collateral 
attacks. The two most noteworthy suggestions are those made by 
Daniel Meador and Paul Robinson. o7 In the Robinson proposal, 
the trial judge 'Would hold a post judgment hearing soon after 
conviction and WOllld consider all issues raised by the 
def endant, whether' or not preser ved in the record. Appeals 

" could be taken from this hearing t but issues not advanced, wi th 
few ex;ceptions, could not be raised later on collateral attack. 
The Meador proposal was adopted by the National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, whoi~~ 'J?ask 
Force on Courts Meador chaired. Under this proposal, all 
proceedings leading to the conviction would be examined, as 
wcml.,d A;he sentence; not only would matters asserted in motLons' 
for 'n'~w trial be considerf;d but errors not apparent in the 
tria~f court or not raised by trial counsel also could be .t:alsed 
ana/examined by the reviewing court. (Alnodification of 
Meador's basic. unified c!;fmin.al review isa posttrial hearing 
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in which the court is expected to reach all issues, whether in 
the record or not. This is called an homnibus posttrial 
hearing. 1168) 

Professional staff may be used to assist the reviewing 
court to monitor the case, shap~ the record, identify issues, 
and screen for appropriate procedural steps and proposed 
dispositions. 69 The National Advisory Commission's proposal 
envisions flex~~le review procedures that would allow, inter 
alia, receipt ei new evidence-by the appellate tribunal-,---
referral to the trial court of issues appropriate for decision 
there, control of issues for briefing and argument, and 
substitution of sentence, as well as a flexible substantive 
standard for affirming, reversing, or remanding the lower court 
decision. Provision of such a unified review procedure is seen 
as obviating any further review except under limited circum
stances, as when new evidence appears after the reviewing court 
has completed its work, when a constitutional question of 
consider<lble signif,icance arises, or when an appellate court 
would determine thci't such review would be appropriate. To 
reinforce the "one-full-review-only" idea, matters previously 
adjudicated are to be treated as final; that is, courts in the 
system in which defendant was convicted should not adjudicate 
cl<;1,ims previously raised and decided. 70 Similarly, if 
cq.;istitutional claims were raised later, earlier factual 
determinations would be conclusive unless the constitutional 
violation un-derlnined the fact-findtng proceso. 71 

Many states substantially comply with the ABA unitary 
review standards, but none has adopted more than limited 
portions of the Meador cr Robinson proposals. Kansas provides 
a broad postconviction remedy that sup~rsedes habeas corpus and 
other writs used for collateral attack~.72 A 1973 study 
concluded, hqWEjver, that the Kansas Supreme Court has restricted 
the remedy through narrow interpretation of the statute, fore
closing marty collateral attacks because the issues were not 
raised upon direct appeal and foreclosing alm~~t all second and 
subsequent collateral attacks on a single convi'ction. 73 
Kansas Court Rule 183 requires peti Honer to coihplete a lengthy 
questionnaire, one purpose of which is to determine what other 
proceedings he has instigated to attack the conviction. A 
search of the Kansas rules and statutes did not disclose any 
attempt to broaden the scope of review on direct appeal to 
encompass issues not raised at trial or upon appeal. 

In California the postconviction remedy is habeas corpus, 
which has been expanded into a broad col~gte~al remedy.74 
Unlike the situation in Kansas~ successive collateral attacks 
are allowed and are frequent,7~ although California Rule of 
Court 56.5 'Jequires petitioner to complete a questionnaire similar 
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to that in KanSas. .In addition, Rule 56 provides that 
petitioner inform the court of any' .t'elated pending state appel
late proceeding so that the proceedings can be consolidated. 
The California intermediate courts also revie'Wca.ses broadly 
during direct appeals, considering and deciding issues not 
raised by counSel. Practice varJes among the five District 
Courts of Appeal, however. Staff attorneys in the First 
District, for example, highlight issues for the court not 
raised in appellant's papers if they are noticed during study 
of those issues that are presented. 76 In the Third District, 
on the other hand, wh"ere staff is directed to make a thorough 
search for new issues, new issues ate uncovered and , 
decided in less than five percent of the criminal appeals. 77 
Thus, some of California's appellate courts have partly adopted 
one aspect of the broad unified review, the affirmative search~ng 
for issues, but there has been no attempt to implement the second 
aspec~, curtailment of collateral attacks. 

The broad scope of review in direct criminal appeals ih 
California is quite common in appellate courts elsewhere, 
although the practice is USually not formally mandated by statute 
or court rule. It is especially common in intermediate courts 
that, like the California COI"rt of Appeal, rely heavily on. staff 
attorneys.7S While a few states have statutes that direct 
appellate courts to search the record for error in criminal 
appeals,79 their number has decreased in recent years and the 
actual effect of the rules on the scope of ~eview is SOmewhat 
uncertain. SO 

The proposal for unitary review of criminal convictions has 
not been accepted jn full by the state appellate courts, nor have 
more limited projects been instituted in mapy courts. Whether 
the extra effort required to institute a unitary review procedure 
exceeds the effort required to decide collateral attaoKs on 
comriction.,s is unclear. Perhaps now that the availt?,bility of 
habeas coi:pus review in federal courts is being limited,Sl more 
attention will be given to these procedures. 

Collapsing several reviews into one review is not, however, 
the .only way to deal with the volume of criminal appeals. Ope of 
the more __ unusual Rroposals for limiting appeals in criminal cases 
is to cr\~.:Jte a Cr iminal Def ense and Rehabili ta tion Fund. The 
indigent criminal defendant would have an optiQn: He could .. 
pursue his appeal at public expense--the presef,t ar.rarlgement--or ' 
could take a sum o~ money from the Fund for himself or someone he 
designates. This, 'claim Carringtorl, Meador al1d Rossnberg, would 
"force the defendant to think about his case as a non-indigent 
must."S2 Because the defendant would forego his right to 
appeal if he accepts the money, there.is a str;ong element of 
bribery in this situation, just as there 1s in the alternate 
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proposal for reducing convicted defel)dant 1 s sentence by a fixed 
percentage for a waiver of appeal. The immediate need of 
indigent defendants for money might cause many to surrender valid 
appealable points. This is analogous to the pretrial bond 
procedure when defendants who are in jail for inability to post 
bond plead guilty in order to "get the thing over with and get 
back out on the street" quickly.83 It should be noted that 
after making this proposal~·Carrington, Meador and Rosenberg 
suggest that neither tightening the standards of review, 
restricting the right to appeal, nor increasing "the costs of 
disincentives to appeal" would "produce substantial reductions" 
in the rate of appeal, and that each of these possibilities "has 
side-effects which are adverse. "84 

The r,esponses to delay and increasing caseloadsdiscussed in 
this chapter have been used by most states. Yet they are 
responses from which it is hard to retreat. Before attempting 
these responses, it might be preferable to try to restructure the 
Use of time by the judges and staff in order to get greater 
productivity from existing resources. Techniques for achieving 
more producti ve use of time are discussed in the ne~.t chapter. 
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V. MAKING MORE EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES 

.The addition of judges or staff, the creation of an 
intermediate court, or restructing the jurisdiction of a 
state's appellate courts dramatically changes a state's 
appellate process. Each state has reached the point where such 
a major change has been needed. Before reaching that point, 
how~ver, most courts with growing caseload and delay problems 
try"to make more productive use of the judges and staff they 
have. This chapter will discuss those efforts to use more 
eff~ctively the time which is available. The first portion of 
the chapter wilL review procedural adjustments that can be 
made; the second portion will examine two administrative areas 
in which changes can affect the use of judges' time. The 
discussion of procedural change$ will start with a genera~ 
review of caseflow management and then ~ollow the course of an 
appeal through the appellate process, from prehearing . 
settlement conferences to oral argument and opinion production. 

Procedural Adjustments 

A. Caseflow Management 

When courts are referred to as passive institutions, the 
reference usually is to the fact that courts must wait for 
litigants to initiate cases. There is another sense, one 
relevant to delay t in which .. the courts also generally have been 
passive: They have not "take~ command" with respect to moving 
cases. By and large, the American appellate process has 
operated in two parts in terms of initiative and control. In 
the early part, the initiative is that of the litigants and 
their counsel. Included here are the filing of the appeal, the 
preparation of the record, filing motions, and the sUbmission 
of briefs. Only when briefs are submitted does the second 
stage--and court control--begin. The second part includes oral 
argument, the judges' postargument conference

i 
and the writing, 

announcement, and pUblication of the opinion. 

Church has pointed out that "adoption of an aggressive role 
in moving cases . • • is not universally accepted as. the proper 
role oll'\COurts. ,,2 He was referring to trial courts, but the 
statem~tt is equally applicable to appellate courts. Also 
applicable to appellate courts is Maureen Solomon's'writing 
about caseflow management in the trial courts. She defines 
"caseflow management":as "something broader than calendaring, 
docketing, case scheduling or case assignment," suggesting that 
it embraces .. the continuum of acti vi ties through Which caseS ,;: 
'move wtthin a court," or" all the functions related to moving ·a 
case to\\final disposition. 3 She asserts that "pol.icy-l.~vel 
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commitment by judges to control of c"Aseflow and Speeqy 
disposition of b~cklog" is a key element in a succe.sful 
caseflow management system. 4 

Thp. feeling that lawyers bear the primary responsibility 
for moving cases because they know best what is important 
strategically is approved by many commentators. S A growing 
number of judges, however, now believe that a passive posture 
no longer is appropriate, if it ever was. The idea that 
appellate courts should take an active role in the management 
of appeals underlies the American Bar Association's Standards 
Relating to Appellate Courts. As Hazard states it, "The theme 
of the st~dards is that the appellate court should assume 
administrative control of an appeal from the time that notice 
of appeal is filed, rather than postponing active concern for a 
case until the briefs have been completed .,,6 He argues that 
experience shows that delay will result i~ the court waits to 
assume control until after the record and briefs have been 
received. Further, if a court waits until after briefs are 
filed, it loses "an opportunity to forecast the composition of 
its docket and to adjust its calendaring accordingly."7 , 

In Standard 3.1 of its Standards Relating to Criminal 
Justice, Criminal Appeals, the American Bar Association also 
argues strongly for "continuing, authoritative supervision" of 
cases "J;rom docketing through hearing and submission." It is 
su~gested that a single judge, perhaps with the help of an 
administrative assistant, superintend cases and resolve 
procedural questions. As is noted in the Commentary, judicial 
administration in appellate courts suffers from the lack of 
simple machinery through which the judges can authoritatively 
and efficiently oversee the progress of cases from the 
institution of an appeal to the submission of the controversy 
to the court for;:)ecision. The clerk of court can help move 
cases along, but often does not have the appropriate status 
vis-a-vis the lawyers to exert effective leverage. 

There can be a positive return for courts that actively 
manage their caseflOlt. Rober t A. Lefl-ar has recently pointed 
out with respect to Washington's intermediate appellate court 
that until recently control over the process of taking appeals 
had rested with the trial courts and with counsel, wi th the 
result "that frequently there were long and unnecessary delays 
in the qO!llpletion of appeals •••• " Now that the process of' 
superintending appeals has been assumed by the appellate 
cOLlrts, "a large part of the grounds for criticizing delay in 
the appellate process in the State"8 has been eliminated. 
Data from two recent trial court studies suggest that those 
courts with a routine system for processing cases in their 
preliminary stages have shorter times to disposi tion than do 
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courts that do not exercise such control. 9 Similarly, a 
routine caseflow management system in appellate courts could 
improve time to disposition, although data on this-::opoint are 
not yet 'available. 

Perhaps those courts that have begun to develop tecqniques 
for monitoring criminal cases will begin to see the virt.ue and 
need for doing so with civil cases, too. One way of doing this 
is to set prompt dates for argument (or submission) of appeals, 
giving th~ lawyers a target at \.fhich to aim, even if delay is 
allowed for cause shown. 10 This procedure allows the dourt, 
not the lawyers, to remain in control. If the target is a 
moving one that can be delayed at the lawyers' convenience, 
however, it will not have substantial effect in reducing delay.ll 

'\ 
Closely related to the concept of appellate 'case mar,\agement 

is the idea of "strong administrative leadership." Even if the 
best possible set of rules has been promulgated, little may 
happen if those in charge--the court administrator and the " 
chief judge(S)--do not make clear their commitment to see that 
the rules are followed. In effect, the chief judge can help 
diminish concern on the ~art of other judges and the bar by a 
strong and explicit commitmen~ to proposals aimed at ~eduction 
of delay. If caseflow management is to be used so that "the 
goal of the prompt and just ·-oetermination of appeals" can be 
realized,12 the presiding judge must assume supervisory tasks 
and the other judges of the court must adhere to the courtls 
procedUr~). Moreover, there must be an administrative staff to 
assist t~le court in moni toring the progress of each case and to 
ptovide {;(ppropdate internal infotmation generated as a result 
of such monitoting. . 

Maureen Solomon has developed a list of the key elements in 
an effective caseflow management system in trial courts. 13 
No comparable list has been developed for appellate courts, but 
the trial-level list may be instructive and at least partially 
applicable to the appellate level: 

- Continuing consultation among bench and bar; 

- Established procedures for caseflow management and 
judicial commitment to following those procedures, 

/' 

- Centralized judicial responsib'i'Jllty for operation of the 
caseflow management system; 

- A simple record system to facilitate management; 

- Tilne standards and ::;ystem performance sta.Q~ards that have 
been developed' and aaoj?ted by the judges and administrators; 
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- Continuous measurement against those standards, with 
feedback leading to system modification~ 

- Minimizing attorney schedule conflicts; and 

- Use of a court admini$trator as coordinator and innovator 
in the caseflow'manag(,:l!!ent process. 

Improved caseflow management will not by itself necessarily 
produce more effective use of judges' time, because its 
principal effect will be to lessen the time to disposition. 
Yet it should induce more attention by attorneys and judges to 
the passage of time and also create p:=essure ,:In all to use 
their time more efficiently. As a new caseflow management 
system is implemented, techniques needed to make the system 
work may be identified and initiated. Some of these te,chniques 
will be discussed in the following sections. 

B. Prehearinq Settlement Conferences 

A much-discussed innovation designed to reduce judges' 
workloads in civil appeals and to expand their available time 
is to divert appeals by achieving settlements as a result of 
prehearing settlement conferences (PHSC). Opposing counsel 
meet with a judge pr a staff attorneY"mainly for the purpose 
of settling a case before th9">:coih;'t",c~nsiders the appeal. The 
cCI!),ferences are said tp fost-:er settlement because a respected 
and competent mediatoi'\s_h~jld be able to induce settlements 
that would not otherwise-occur~ both parties may be reluctant 
to initiate settlement discussions on their own for fear of 
damaging their bargaining positions .),4 Settlement 
conferences are used ;in only a few courts~ almost all are 
intermediate courts. 15 This section will describe the 
several variations in PHSC procedures, and discuss attempts to 
qetermine their effectiveness. 16 

i. Elements of PHSC's. There ar.e several elements common 
to PHSC's. Attorneys in divil cases meet with a c6urt mediator 
who attempts to arrange a settlEment. The proceedings are 
confidential. If settlement is not reached, the judges hearing 
the appeal have no knowledge of what was said at the 
conference~ the mediator is not involved in the later 
S~.,p6tantive consideration of the appeal. The purpose of these 
restrictions is to foster free discussion and to eliminate bias 
in ~~e decision caused by activities or comments in the 
settlement conference. Beyond these few common elements, 
however, the operRtion of PHSC's differs from court to court in 
numerous major re",pebts. 
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The mediator usually is an acti ve-duty judge. In a few 
courts, however, he is a trial judge, a retired appellate 
judge, or, rarely, a staff attorneY: The typical reason for 
using a judge instead of a staff attorney is that counsel may 
give a judge's views greater respect. Mediators may be passive 
or active. Some simply listen to the parties' views, 
infrequently guiding the discussion or suggesting compromis~s. 
Others firmly and forcefully state their views about the ~ 
parties' arguments. The length of conferences also varies. 
The average length seems to be about an hour, but judges may 
shorten or prolong the disc~ssion depending on circumstances. 

Mediating is a fine art. The skill of the particular 
mediator-judge is likely to be an important factor in the 
success of a conference. some mediators prepar(~ thoroughly fell; 
PHSC's: others learn about the issues almost solely from 
counsel's presentations ~t the conference. Evidence is lacking 
as to wpich approach is more effective. 

Courts generally require ,a' "preconference memorandum" Ot 
"docket statemRnt" before PHSC's are held. This short outline 
of the issues and arguments advanced by appellant provides the 
mediator with rudimentaty info~mation about tha case. other 
sources of information sometimes available are the 'transcript, 
briefs SUbmitted to the trial court, ana the pleadings:and 
other papers filed below. 

Almost all PHSC's ~re beld before briefing is begun; the 
transcript mayor may not have bee,~ ordered and prepared. 
Presumably parties would be more likely to settle if settlement 
would save the ,transcript expense, but some courts fear that 
PHSC's without any expense to appellant may tempt .lawyers to, 
take an appeal that otherwise would not be filed. G 

Generally, all PHSC's are held at the court. This may mean 
that conferences are not scheduled for appeals .from distant 
locations. At least one court, the Colorado Court of AppealS, 
hoJ:ds conferences throughout the state. While this suves 
attorneys' travel expenses, it entails a considerable 
expenditure of judge time. 

One very important aspect of the P~SC procedure :!.S the 
identification of appeals in which settlement conferences will, 
be held. Some courts hold conferences only when requested by 
one or both parties. Others hold them in all civil app~als. 
still others order them only in selected civil appeals, chosen 
on the basis of information in the preconference memoranda. In 
tb€'~ la'tter courts, fPpeals from awards or denial of money 
damages often are (,:on~idered Prl'me dandidates for settlement, 
al though other typ'es of appeals al'so are submitted to PHSC' s. 
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A judge or a staff attor.ney may select the cases, but in' either 
case courts do not have--or at least do not publish--detailed 
oriteria fo~ selecting these app~als. 

In addi tion to fostering se.tt;lements, some courts use their 
settlement conferences to restrict the scope of the appeals 
thar are not settled. The mediator may try to persuade counsel 
to narrow or refine the issues, to delete insubstantial issues 
,and arguments I to restr;-i;ct the size oE the transcript, or to 
submit an agreed st;ate~~nt of facts. ~time schedule for 

·briefing and oral arguments also may be 'established. 

·The attorneys mayor may not be required to have their 
cllents' permission to settle cases. Alsq, the court mayor 
may not require that the clients be ·presen·t; at the PHSC or, at 
least, be readily accessible by telephone. Settlements are 
probably more likely and speedier when one of these 
arrangements is required. 

:I~ settlement. is not reached pt the PHSC, the court may 01; 

may not delay b;ai1script production and briefing for the period 
during which a settlement seems likely. Presumably, the mbre 
freely these stays are granted, the gr't!ater the number of 
settlements--but also the more delay in cases not settled. 

u.. Benefits and Drawbacks. The major benefit expecte51 
from PHSC' s is lessenin0 the number of appeals cons,idered by 
the Court and, thus, lessening the judges' workload. Narrowing 
the issues or 'che facts presented may also ilessen their 
war kload. Li tigani:s may gain because sett.J.emen ts sometimes 
lead to less expense and delay. 

These benefits must ~e weiqhed against the drawbacks. The 
time spent on sett:j.emenri conf erence acti vi ties by the mediator 
representst.ime that could be spent-.on other activities. This 
is especially impqrtant when the mediator is an active-duty 
appellate judge .Cl'nd the settlement worle is at the expense of 
the judge's regular decision-making ~lOrk. Another drawback is 
delay ,in .. cases submitted to PHSC's but not settled; preparation 
of the~,tnanscriPt is of ten delayed several weeks until the 
set;tlem~nt negotiations have terminated. A third drawback is 
the expense and time required for attorne~:s'and clients to 
1?arti,.cipate in the conf~J:'ences. Finally, the availability of a 
str:u9tured settlement Pioceaure may prompt more appeals by 
liti'gants who. \~an.t thebEipefit of that structured l'rocD:;~ure. 

\' 

iii. ~esults of Evaluations. Unlike most reforms proposed 
for appellatf,! procedure, the PHSC I shave be.en J,l:he object of 
several evaluation attempts. The available evidenCe sugges,ts, 
that PHSC's can be effectivec., a:Lthough there also ~s opposing" 
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evidehce. The implic,:>.tions of the., e'tlaluation evi4ence for a 
court cohsipering adoption of the procedure, however, are 
difficult to assess because of the variation\\ fro,rn court to 
court in procedures and operations, as well ~s in delay and 
other characteristics of a court's caseload~~hat can affect how 
well PHSC's work. For instance, one court may receive more 
appeals amen-at-l);! to settlement than another, or the bar in one 
dtate may attempt settlements without court impetus more 
frequently than the bar in another state. Another ~rea of 
dIfference is that courts may have more or ,fewer cases with new 
counsel on.appeali without the transcript, new counsel will be 
less likely than trial counsel to be able to discuss settlement 
.on the :merits intelligently. Thus, both positive and negative 
evaluations, while instructive, must be generalized to other 
courts with caution. . 

Three attempts have been made to evaluate state court 
PHSC's and the Federal Judicial Center (FJC) has evaluate~J;.he 
PHSC's at the united States Court of Appealtl :for the Seco{.".'~, 
Circuit. Although the results are inconclusLve,all but tl._,-! 
last suggest,.;that the PHSC's are ef(ective •. ' 

• e:-.., 

By far the greatest focus of a~tention has been the extent 
to which the PHSC's decrease the number of appeals reaching the 
decision-making stage. The major problems are to determine if 

- any more appeals,'iare $ettled because of these conferences ,and, 
if there is a gre'ater numb.er, how many more. The m,ost , 
ambi tious study of these qtlestions is the FJC evaluation o.f the' 
Second Circuit's settlement conference procedur~. The Second 
circuit's medi,ator, 2("ptaff attorney, selected ci v11 appeals he 
though.t. amenabl,EF to PHSC procedures; from theS6 the FJC 
randc:':,,,y selected about three-quarters for PHSC procedure and a 
qua:-::ter for regular processing. ~):le experiment included 302 
appeals over one year. Fifty-four pef;cent l'Pf the PHSCcases 
and 62 percent of the "control cases" wereadj udicated by the i; 
court, that is, th~:I were ~ot settled or wi thdrawn. 17 The 
classification "i'i,g.Judicatecr ca:ses" included appeals dismissed 
for lack of jurisdiction. If attention is focused only on 
appeals decided after bri$.fing and argument, the difference 
between the two groups is reduced to three perpent (54% of thee, 
l?HSC cases wer~ briefed and argued compared with 57% of the 
control cases) .18 Both- .the eight percent and three percent 
differences could have oCG~rred by chance. Thus, a greater 
percentage or appeals were settled as a result of the pHSC 
pro~~duret but 'not a sufficient number to conclude with 
certainty that the result is attributable to the PHSC's. 

j~ " 

The FJC study also included questionnaire returns from 
judges and lawyers. The judges were asked with respect to each 
appeal in thb' experiment whether they believed a PHSC would 
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result in a settlement in the case. Thirteen percent responded 
"yes" in the cases submitted to PHSC's and 15 percent responded 
"yes" in the control cases. 19 It appears, therefor,e, that in 
cases the judges believed would be likely to settle, the 
conferences actually produced settlements in only a few 
additional cases. The attorneys interviewed included those 
whose Gases were s~bject to the PHSC's and were settled. They 
were asked whether the PHSe "caused the settlement." Two
thirds said it did, but one-third said it did ~~t.20 

The most thorough evaluation of state court PHSC's is that 
Llf the California Third Distdct Court of Appeal, where PHSC' s 
were initiated at the beginning of 1975. 21 In the f.irst 
three years of operation, from 54 to 59 percent of the appeals 
in which conferences were held were settled. 22 There was no 
c"ntrol group for comparison, but d'uring these three years 34 
p~~cent of the civil appeals were dismissed, compared with only 
11 percent during the previous three years--a sizable 
difference. 23 Since the total number of appeals (1900 during 
the six years) is much larger than that in the FJC study, there 
is less likelihood that the apparently favorable results from 
the PHSC's were due to chance variation. On the other hand, 
there is a slight chance that the change in dismissal rate was 
largely caused by changes in the nature of cases appealed or by 
a general trend throughout the state toward more settlements. 

The evaluation of the Third District Court of Appeal's PHSC 
procedures included a questionnaire sent to attorneys who 
participated in the PHSC's during 1975 and 1976. They were 
asked, "Would the settlement have occurred without 
conference?,,24 Of the 142 answoring attorneys whose appeals 
were settled, 58 percent said that the settlement would not 
have ocourred without the PHSC, 38 percent said settlement was 
unlikely to have occurred, and only four percent said it would 
have oocurred. These responses support the effectiveness of the 
PHSC's more strongly than the resul ts fromhi',e FJC survey of 
Second Circuit lawyers. The California questionnaire included 
several more questions about the operation of the conference, 
including whether the conference judge Was fair, whether he 
exercised the properamciunt of control or influence', and wheth~r 
the PHSC was helpfUl. The answers were overwhelmingly 
favorable. 25 All the answers in this Survey are 8bme~lhat 
suspect, howev-er, because the survey emanated from the coii'tt, 
so that only those with favorable opinions may have wished to 
convey them to the court and because the questions referreq to 
PHSC's that took place from one to three years before the 
questionnaire was mailed, so that respondent's memories could 
have faded or ,their views ameliorated over time. 
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The two remaining evalllations also claim' favor'able resu1 ts 
but are much less persuasive. At the New York State Supreme 
Court, Appell~te Division, Second Department, a retired 
appellate judge conducted PHSC's from Dedember 1974 to June 
1975 and a trial judge cond,ucted them from July 1975 to May 
1976. Fifty percent of the 468 cases mediar-ed by the first 
judge were settled. Forty-three percent of the 1,016 cases 
mediated by the second judge were set.tled. 26 There \'las no 
comparison group of cases: perhaps this many cases would have 
settled wi thout the conferences. The seven-percentage··point (() 
difference between the two judges may suggest, however, that 
the mediator's effectiveness is important, a possibility 
reinforced by the fact that the first judge, in addition to 
settling more cases, obtained stipulations of law or fact in 
about half of the cases not settled. The settlement J;'ates wlilre 
slightly higher in negligence cases than in contract or 
matrimonial cases. 27 

The final discussion of the effectiveness of a PHSC sysb;em 
is by Judge otis oe the Minnesota Supreme court. DUring the 
first ten months of the Minnesota PHSC system, 376 conferenqes 
were scheduled. "Thirty-four of these cases were dismissed 'I 

without con'ference, and 129 were disposed of after conferenoes."28 
Judge Otis believes that the 34 cases may have been settled 
becauSie the appellants did not want to bring weak appeals t<.> 
the c6nf ~renqe. As he admi ts t howeve.r:, that theory is qui tE~ 
uncertain. After deleti11g the 34 cases, 38 percent of the 
cases were settled, a somewhat lower percentag~ than is 
typically obtained •• '. There is no information aloout how many 
cases might have been settled without the conferences. 

iv. Questions Remaining Open. Two unresolved issues lurk 
behind all these studies. First, decision-making time and 
effort varies greatly from appeal to appeal. The stq.tistids 
pr~sented above underestimate the effectiveness of PHSC's if 
the settlements occurred mainly in more time-consuming 
appeals--for example, those involving long r,eco.r:ds. Judges may ',\ 
concentrate their settlement efforts on these appeals and I" 
attorneys may be more willing to settle cases when appeals 
prob~bly will require n,uch more work. On the }:>ther hand, of 
course, the statistics would overestimate th~"'effectiveness of 
PHse's if the settlements produced are mainly in appeals that 
can be decided witn little ~ffort. One might expect mor,s 
sef.!t1.ements when the sums involved are smal.1; perhaps an " 
indication of simple issues because in such cases the cost of"' 
transcribing and briefing is likely to consume much of the c 

potential recovery. No evidence'on this topic is available, 
however. 
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Second, the availability of PHSC's may prompt more 
appeals. Little is known about the effect of the availability 
of a PHSC on the decision to-appeal, but parties losing at the 
trial level may appeal when they otherwise would not because 
they bel:l.eve the required settlement negotiations will provide 
relief at minimum expense. Because of concern about this 
possibility, several courts, ipcludingthe California Third 
District Court of Appeal, require prr-paration and submission of 
a transcript before a settlement con('.'erence is held. The 
California Third District Court of Appeal's survey of attorneys 
asked: "Did the availability of a settlement conf erence affect 
the decision to appeal?" Eighty-two percent said "no," but 18 
percent said "yes .,,29 An increase in appeals as large as 18 
percent can virtuallY eliminate the effectiveness of the 
PHSC's, but the report en the Third District's PHSC's found "no 
indication" of extra appeals induced by the PHSC's, because 
civil appeals in the Third District increased at about the same 
rate as in other districts. 30 

The judges' workload can be alleviated by PHSC's even if 
appeals are not: settled. Probably most PHSC mediators attempt 
to persuade the parties to limit or refine the issues and to 
l3.g':::ae on the facts that need to be sent to the court when 
settlement is not achieved. Little information is available 
about the SUccess of these efforts, except for the PHSC program 
in the Second Circuit, and none is available about the time
savings for the judges that they produce. One of the PHSC 
judges in the New York Supreme Court, Second ApP'l1!;tl.at:e Division, 
trieq. to persuade attorneys to limit facts or issiles. He was 
successful in about half the cases not settled--or a quarter of 
the cases submitted to PHSC's.31 It is difficult to trans
late this into time-savings for the judges, however. In the 
FJC Second Circuit study, the judges believed that cases 
subjected to PHSC'S contained extraneous or redundant issues 
less often than did non-PHSC cases,32 <}n opinion that suggests 
some benefit frOm the PHSC. Counterbalancing this, though, was 
the judges' belief that more PHSC appeal.s failed.; to inClude 
essential issues. 33 It appears that PHSC's, at least in the 
Second Circuit, have littl.e effect on the issues or on the D 
gener.al ~uali ty of the caSes presented to the court for 
decisions. Again, thE' savings in judge time a,re uncertain. 

Settlement conferences ma.y benefit the parties as well as 
the courts. Settlement normally results in disposition earlier 
than would a decision on th~ merits. The cost of appealing may 
be less because priefsare not submitted, oral argument is not 
held, and often the transcript is not produced. These benefits 
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are not as certain as they appear at first glance, however. 
The settlement agreement often is not reached until several 
weeks or months after the conference, particularly if the 
clients have not authorized their attorneys to settle at the 
conference. Not only do the time savings beoome more 

:1 ' 

problematic, but briefing may be required in this period. In 
addition, there may be a long delay between th,e agreement to 
settle and the actual dismissal of the appeal, that is, its t 
formal final disposi tion. For example, in tne California CourtJ' !;) 

of Appeal the required paper work may conSUme as much as a 
year. 34 In the Second Circuit, however, settled cases are 
terminated in less than half the time of other appeals, and 
cases settled after PHSC's are terminated sUbstantially sooner 
than non-PHSC cases settled. 35 Thus, the PHSC may induce 

?quicker settlement terminations than would occur if the 
settlement negotiations were conducted solely at the parties' 
initiative. 

'i 

Delay in cases not se~t~d is another issue with PHSCI S • 
The FJC study of the Second Ci('cuit procedures compared the 
time between notice of appeal and final decision., in both the 
PHSC oases and the cory,trol cases that were briefed andargller9, 
There was little difference between the two types. 36 On the 
other hand, the PHSC's at most other courts tend, to delay 
appeals, although exact figures are not available. 1n 
Californja, PHSC's are not scheduled ,until after the record is 
received. The time for; briefing is suspenrJed at least until 
the conference, and if settlement negotiations continue, often 
it is suspended for some time afterwards. Settlements are 
generally reached during these continu~,g negotiations rather 
than in conference. In Minnesota and c610rado the transcript, 
is not' prepared until after the conference'f probably resulting 
in delay of at least several weeks. It shol)ld"be noted thaI: 
these. delay-producing factors are all procedllres designed to 
induce settlement by relieving the parties 01: their attcrneys 
of major expenses should settlement occur, so time is being 
traded for costs. 

Cost savings from PHSC's are speCUlative,. No study has 
attempted to calculate, or even guess, the extent to which the 
resources used in PHSC's have detracted from other operations 
of a court. An appeal settled will have required<less attorney 
time ,on the average than an appeal decided- on the \,:;neri ts, but 
whether this represents savings to the liti~ant de"pends on the 
fee arl"angement, a matter abou.t which information is not 
available •. ,-

The time and expense incur(~d because attorneys-":and-the 
litigants themselves in some jurisdictions--must attend the 
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FHSC's also m(.:~ be taken into account. If settlement results, 
the effort pre. )ably is worthwhile. The absence of settlement, 
however, does hot necessarily mean that the FHSC caused time 
loss or expense, for the attorneys might still have met to 
explore settlement i~ there were no required conference. No 
attempt ,has been .. made to calculate the extent of this potential 
cost .. · One can Safely say, however, that it is a greater 
problem when the bulk of app~a1s originate far from the court's 
seat, unless, as in Colorado, the judges travel around the 
state to hold the PHSC's. 

From the court's perspective, the major resource consumed 
in PHSC's is theGmediator's time, his secretary's and, perhaps, 
time spent by law clerks or other staff. The extent of this 
cost varies from court to cQurt. At some courts, such as the 
Minnesota Supreme Court, the judges' time spent in FHSC's is at 
the expense of time that would otherwise be used deciding 
appeals.37 At the California Third District Court of Appeal, 
the conference judge is relieved of little of his normal 
duties; he donates extta time to the court. 38 If the 
rnediator is someone not authorized to sit on appeals, ~, a 
staff at.torney, or is not a regular member of the court, ~, 
c:i' retired judge or a trial judge, little or nothing is taken 
away from.,the judgeOtime available to decide appeals. On the 
other hand, if the mediator did not handle PHSC's, his time 
could be spent on other staff activities, such as screening 
appeals or preparing prehearing memoranda. 

As noted above, little can be said with certainty about the 
effeotiveness of FHS~!s and about which type of FHSC procedure 
works best. Evidence presented by the California Third 
District Court of Appeal suggests that its PHSC has greatly 
alleviated the judges' workload. The FHSC's in New York even 
have been credited with reducing the court's backlog from 20 to 
three mOI},\hs. 39 Altho',lgh published accounts are favorable, 
info!'mati!'YA about other state courts is insufficient to 
indi(;ate whether their PHSC', s are worthwhile. The 
effe6tiveness of the PHSC at the United States Court of Appeals 
for ~he Second Circuit is uncertain. Further efforts and 
eval:.llations will be needed before the picture is clarified. 
The ,Appellate Justice Improvement Project i.s currently engaged 
in J;iirojects designed to provide some such clarification. 

/' 
JC• Transcripts ana Briefs 

." ': If the case cannot be settled, it must be prepared for 
r, dec,lsion by the court. One way to reduce ,appellate delay is to 
. pro:\.ride judges with the facts and. the law as quickly and 

conVeniently as possible. The problem with respect to both 
br:Lefsand records in relation to delay and backlog is tWO-fold. 
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First, the length of tim'e required to produce them contributes 
to delay. Second, and more important, the time the j'udges must 
spend--or feel they should spend--to read them contributes to 
their workload. . 

In years past the record ' .... as delayed because case papers 
had to be printed or they had to be rewritten in narrative 
form,. Today the record typically consists of the original 
papf;rs, so the issue now has become whether the size of the 
record can be condensed by stipulation of the pa.rties, with the 
trial judge's assistance, or by di.rection of the appellate 
court. Considerable material ~sually is included in the record 
from the trial court; the record may include all or some of the 
following: 

--papers submitted at trial, such as pleadings, depositions, 
affidavits, briefs and motion papers; 

--the trial judge's order and opinion (if any) 1 

--a verbatim transcript of the testimony; and 

~-the trial court docket. 

The jury charge and exhibits also may be included. In some 
courts, tte transcript, if there is one, is sent to the 
appellate court separately from the record. The producti0fi of 
transcripts will be discusse~ initially, then the issue of 
limiting the record. 

The trial transcript is a critical part of the appellate·1 

process. Without it, appeals can be delayed and briefs may be 
less adequate and appellate court review less complete than if 
the transcript-'were available. Many observers believe that the 
preparation of a trial transcript is one of the principal 
causes of appellate delay. The American Bar Association's Task 
Force on Appellate Procedure argues that "one of thf~ largest 

,c1single delay factors in appeals is the production of 
transcripts." The Task Force notes that most observers of the 
appellate process f eel that it is n intolerable" to permit what 
is essentially 'Ii mechanical process to "tie up. the appellate 
system.,,40 

The reporting of a proceeding normally is clone by a court 
employee,...-full-titne, part-time, or per diem--responsible to the . 
court for the reporting function, but production"·'of the- . 
transcript traditionally)has been regarded as a private, 
separate business of the lireporter, regardless 07 his employment 
status with the court. To that extent, at':",least, court 
repOJ:ters are semiautonomous in re'latoipi1 to-the courts. 
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Normally,-there is little or no administrative pressure to 
.compel production of the transcript. The reporter is employed 
by and responsible to the trial judge or trial court, but. the 
trial judge or court has orly incidental inter'est in production 
of a transcript for the appellate process. Piece-work 
compensation of court reporters (payment for and on\y when each 
transcript is completed) is supposed to induce prompt 
p.):oduction of the transcript, but in fact this compensation 
qcarrot" ddes not seem to be sufficient. 

',c'}Sanctions against court reporters who fail to deliver trans
cr'i"pts on time are possible, but are difficult for appellate 
courts to administer because the judges lack administrative 
control of court reporters. Nonetheless, a range of sanctions 
can be devised, to be implemented in cooperation with the trial 
court. These inclUde a) assigning a reporter to a courtroom 
less likely to produce transcript requests, b) hi~lng a pro 
tern reporter to be paid by the regular reporter un~il the 
delinquent transcript is finished, c) reducing the amount of 
compensation if delivery occurs more than X days from the date 
of order, a) holding the reporter in contempt of court, and 
e) r'ilmoving the reporter from employment. 4l Although it is 
to be hoped that transcripts can be obtained without the 
imposi tion of sanctions, a range of sanctions should be 
identified and agreed upon with the .trial courts. 

A SUbstantial proportion of the transcripts are filed after 
the prescribed ped.od, apparently regardless of the length of 
that period. 42 The appellate court needs the transcript, but 

c, has no administrative authority over the court reporter and 
many times is not even aware that an appeal has been filed and 
the transciipt delayed because the appellate court may not 
recetve notice of an appeal until the record is complete and 
file:9 by the trial court clerk with the court. Thus, 
monitoring of production of the transcript often can "fall 
through the cracks" of the trial and appellate courts' record 
keeping. In many states, the trial court is responsible for 
receiving and passing upon requests for extensions to complete 
the transcript and many factors combine to produce virtually 
automatic. grants of adai tional time by trial judges. To avoid 
these problems, several states now give the appellate COU1:'t 
sole authority over all requests for extensions or over all 
such requests after the first. 43 It also is possible for the 
appell.ate court to be notified when the notice of appeal is 
flleCl so that it can monitor the time taken at the trial level 

,.for 'production of the record, including the transcript. This 
type of appellate supervision may be necessary if delay caused 
by transcript production is to be overcome. 

,. 
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The time allowed for p~oduction of transcripts in some 
s,tates is substantial, often 60 days or more. 44 Both the 
A:i,lerican Bar Association and the National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals suggest 30 days.45 
For two-thirds to three-quarters of all appellate transcripts, 
30 days should be fully sufficient. 46 states that presently 
allow 60 or more days to produce all, transcripts might either 
reduce the time period for all or qt least for shorter 
transcripts or. be particularly stringent ill granting extensions. 

Rules as to which transcripts are to be Prepared in which () 
order and the setting of workload standards and time limits 
have been suggested.ij7 Establishing a single, fixed period 
for production of a transorip~ regardless of the proceeding or 
the use of the transcript is considered lithe least desirable 
alternative standard.,,48 Different, time limits for different 
lengths of transcripts are feasible and can be administered so 
as to be fair to the reporter and to meet the needs of the 
appellate court. Whate",er the length of, the initial )?eriod, 
however, extensions should be for the shortest time possible 
and granted only for good cause shown. 49 

Some of the delay involved in transcript production oc(~urs 
because preparation of the transcript is not started until it 
is ordered and--in some nonindigent cases--a deposit paid 1:0 
the reporter. There is increasing likelihood, however, that 
most if not all criminal cases will be appealed or subject to 
other postconviction review. Therefore" one proposal .is tC) 
have a transcript prepared automatically in all criminal 
cases. 50 It then would be ready or nearXy ready when the 
notice of appeal is filed. Another proposal is to have th~! 
attorney order the transcript not later than tile date on, which 
the notice of appeal is filed; rather than waiting until'selme 
later date.51 0 

, The uSe of technology wiLL not overcome all transcript 
delay, but its use may help. Computer-assisted tr anscriptJ.on 
(CAT) of court reporters' not'es·can b~ used to acoelerate l;he 
production of transcripts. In this proc~ss, the court reporter 
'uses the usual stenographic machine, but it is modified to 
produce a tape that _can be read by a computer, at the same'time 
the standard paper tape iiS produced. The'computer translates 
the electronic signals and produces a first draft of the 
transc):ipt within a few hours or day~,. Fo!; transcripts of 200 
pages or less--the length of about half of the transcripts in 
the court where the principal evaluation was carded out~"i,'the 
production time is 67 percent less with CAT than with il 
traditional transcript methods. 52 It is estimated that 75 
percent of all tr ans9ripts can be produced wi thin 15 days and 
9S percent within 30·-days using CAT. 53 CAT . cannot 0 be used by 

":. , 
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ey~ry reporter or in every, court, but when the volume of 
tt-:anscript pages is large "enough and the skill of the reporters 
is suff icien t--or becomes suJ;f icient ('through training--CAT can 
virtually eliminate the delay attributable to transcript 
production. 

Problems caused by delays in preparation of the transcript 
and by the bUlk added to the record by the transcript have led 
some courts to experiment with limiting the record and trans
cript. In some situations, transcripts are not to .be filed, 
even if prepared, unless requested by the appellate court. In 
other situations, the court can call for only particular parts 
of the transcript to be prepared, based on the record, the 
issues raised, or an abbreviated narrative of the evidence. 
Most"cQurts make provision for an agreed-upon narrative to 
replace the verbatim transcript. 

The number and length of briefs also can affect the speed 
of the appellate process. The normal procedure with briefs in 
cases given full treatment has been to allow the filing of 
appellant's brief, then appellee's brief, and then a reply 
brief. The third brief is not always necessary: it has be;;:n 
suggested that reply briefs be allowed only when the court 
f eels they will be helpful. This process could be initiated 
two ways: a) appellant could file a motion requesting the 
right to file a reply brief, or b) the brief would be prepared 
and filed only if requested by the court. Only the latter 
approach will save the court time, because the former would 
require review of and decision on the motion plus review of the 
reply brief, if allowed. One could take the briefing question 
furthElr and suggest that appellee's brief be waived if the 
appellant has not made out a reasonable case in the opening 
brief, i.e., if it is clear at that point that the case is 
frivoloUS: This would be like the practice at oral argument in 
some courts where the ,.Cl.ppellant argues but the court suggests 
that appellee not arg;'b) unless ne\'l or difficult questions are 
raised in appellant's presentation. 

Briefing practices in petitions for review differ consider
ably from state to state. Some supreme courts receive full 
briefs, some receive very short briefs, and some rely on the 
briefs and cpinion from the intermediate court. The form of 
briefing must suit the court's procedure for processing the 
cases. If staff attorneys or law clerks prepare thorough ", 
memoranda for the judges, then the supreme court probably needs 
only the intermediate '~'court opinion, the intermediate court 
briefs, and a short memorandum from counsel listing the issues 
appealed'and any additional arguments needed to supplement the 
briefs. Oral argument on petition for review is no longer 
available, except in the Virginia Supreme Court where the 
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litigant losin~ in the trial court does not have an appeal of 
right and where only the appellant can argue. 

A number of sUigestions have been made for limiting the 
length of briefs. 5' One must recognize that page limi tat:i.ons 
on briefs are not favored by many attorneys yet further 
recognize that very few issues Or cases need the kind of 
extended treatment often provided by counsel. Usually if a 
limi tation is il;lIPosed, the rule is accompanied bY,.<:I fUrther 
provision that ~. more lengthy brief may be permitted if the 
attorney requests and the court allows it. This normally 
provides a sufficient safety valve, yet care still must be 
exercised. If the court comes to grant the extensions 
routinely the rule may only add to the time involved: Reading 
a long brief may take more time than essential, but may take 
less time than reviewing a short brief, plus dealing l'li th a 
motion for a longer brief, plus reading the extended brief. 
Furthermore, this latter arrangement breaks up the times ~t 
which material would be received. 

Another way to limit briefing is f~r counsel to submit a 
"statement of points.u55 After receiving the statement and 
appellee's response, staff attorneys could indicate which items 
should be fully briefed; their recommendations could be 
approved by the judges or could go directly to counsel. 
Carrington l Meador, and Rosenberg argue that "most defense 
counsel • • • often recognize meritless issues and would 
welcome a cour.t directive relieving then) of the briefing 
burden."S6 For such an arrangement to result in substantial 
savings of time, however, the preferred arrangement would be 
for judges nat to review staff attorney recommendations. 

A "docketing statement" or "'.information statement" is 
similar to a "statement of points," in that it provides a quick 
overview of the basic facts and legal issues involved in the 
appee.L The dO,cketing statement required by local rule of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Cirouit, for 
example,' indicates the nature of the prooeeding~ dates or 
tevelant judgments and orders~ "a concise statement of tbe case 
containing the facts material to a consideration of the 
questions presented"; the questions present~d by the aPPeal " 
(short and concise and expressed in terms of the case's 
circumstances); a litilt' of. suppo~ting caSes; and an indication 
of whether oral argument lS dE,!slred,.57 The statement must be 
filed within 30 days after the notice of appeal is, filed. 

A docketing statemer"t is useful .from several perspectives. 
For one thing, it helps.--or forces-":the attorney to think 
through the· issues in the appeal prQmptly after the conclusion 
of tlJe trial. It o'an be used to identify points t9 be briefed; 
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which can be particularly useful if briefing is limited, and 
provides the appellate court with a document that can serve in 
part as the basis for screening. As Hazard notes, it, also 
further simplifies and speeds the process of identifying cases 
involving similar issues. 58 

It would be imprudent to change traditional aspects of 
appellate procedure solely because they are traditional, but at 
the $ame time the procedures need not become sacrosanct. 
Through carefui analysis of the nature of cases in which the 
procedures are used and of the benefits versus the costs of 
those Pbocedures for those type of cases, it should be possible 
to identify practices appropriate for modification or 
curtailment; 

D. Screening 

Delay wi::tl not be reduced if all cases are subject to full 
appellate trj~atment.59 Screening to determine \~hich cases 
will and wilj~ not receive full treatment can be accomplished by 
judges without the assist~nce of central staff, but screening 
and the use of central staff tend to be associated. The modern 
staff attorney idea developed in the Michigan Court of Appeals, 
although the 'U.S. Court of Military Appeals was probably the 
first appellate court in the united States to create a central 
attorney staff in 1951, while screening in its most thorough
going form ~las developed by the u.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit. 

Screening commonly, has two prinCipal purposes related to 
delay reduction. One is to arrive at a determination that oral 
argument can be dispensed with or that shortened oral argument 
is appropriate. The second has to do with dispositiol1: Through 
screef.'ling, cases can be identified in which a memoranaum opinion 
or ofder can be substituted for G\ full opinion. A third pur-

. pose, less prominent than eliminating oral argument or full 
6pinion, is to make oral argument\lmore effective by indicating 
'iauestions to be asked. " 

Screening for whether or not €o have oral argument takes 
little time. Therefore, although it may be an added step in 
the process, for those cases that result in no argument it 
'saves time becaUse ,it takes far less time than the argument. 
If judges are not listening~\to oral argument, they can be 
wri ting opinions and thus i l1ioreasing their product! vi ty. 60 
If screening takes more time than oral argument, not only is 
the~~ no gain, there is a loss. In the Fifth Circuit, 
screening is said to increase produc~ivity, suggesting that 
screening takes less time than oral argument. o1 On the other 
hand, the judges of the Fifth Circuit live allover the circuit 
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and thus oral argumen.\: requires travel time to 'New Orleans; 
when judges. of a court are all in the same building, the saving 
of time--arid thus the reduction of delay--may. not be as great. 

o 
If screening is for' the second purpose, to determine which 

" cases warrant summary disposi Hon" time is saved if less time 
is devoted to writing shortened, simpler opinions than is added 
by screening. In some courts there may be a double saving: If H 

the screening judge also drafts the opinion to be circulated to 
the panel, it is faster than if one judge is responsible .for 
preparation of a benah" memorandum bef.ore argument and a second 
judge writes the opinior after urgument. 

When organizing a screening program, a court must determine 
who will de the screening. There is divergence among courts in 
this regard. ,ludges may initially review all cases and decide 
which wilL receive' staff treatment. In some courts this 
function is performed by a panel rather than each judge 
individually, with membership on the panel rotating among the 
judges annually or more frequently. In other courts, a senior 
staff attorney performs the function with only occasional 
,checks by a judge. More often when screening is by a staff 

. attorney, there is routine, checking of the decision by a 
judge. If a staff attorney makes the initial decision, it may 

"~ be important in the initial stages of the program for the 
~~ judges to review all of the cases; to assure that the court and 

"e:, staff attorney share comInon perceptions about cases appropriate 
for screening. Review also will develop or confirm general 
pOlir:y guidelines for the staff attorney's decisions. After a 
period of time, more cursory or minilD<:tl review may be 
acceptable. After the screening dec:ision has been made and the 
Case determined to be appropriate fer summary disposition, 
there is the further question af the extent af review of 
central staff's work by the judges. (See page 48 above~) 

Haworth examined the Fifth Circuit's scr~ening and sUmmary 
pracedures and found that comparison of cases from 1965-1968 
with those decided in 1970-1971 showed a statistically 
significant relationship between restrictians an the use of 
or.a,l atgument-- the screening pr.ocedure--and affirmance of the 
lawer court for private civil cases and ,for all cases; those 
cases subject to tqe screening procedure are slightly more 
likely to be affirn(ed. 62 While careful not to suggest a . 
causal relationship';' he concluded after comparing- his Fiftn--C~~ 
Cic,cuit results wi,t\1cases from t\1e Third Cirquit, which did 
not, have comparable dacket control and where there was a slight 
decrease inaffirmances, that screening had ~ impact. 63 

Screening after the appeal is filed and some or all of the 
briefing completed shauld be distinguished from preappeal 
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sdr~:ei1ling. The 1971 American Bar Association Standards 
Relelt'ing to Cr iminal Justice oppose preappeal screening devices 
as "impractical and unsound in pl'.inciple,"64 even if the goal 
is. '1:0 eliminate frivolous appeals from appellate court ' 
dockets. The Standards endorse flexible proc'edures that would 
result in an appeal being terminated "at the earliest practical 
sta,ge of its consideration in the appellate forum, ,,65 but . 
teject screening device. such as requiring leave of ,court to 
appeal at the first appellate level as adding "a useless stage 
to most appeals at a considerable burden to the court."66 
The accompanying Commentary acknowledges that obtaining leave 
to appeal does not pose constitutional questions but argues 
that it adds considerably to appellate court workload, because 
the case has to be prepared for. the leave-to~appeal motion in 
much the same way as would. an appeal on the merits. Overall, 
the position taken in the Commentary i~ that, "it can be 
doubted whether the savings effected by the elimination of 
frivolous appeals (through pre-appeal screening) would outweigh 
the effort expended in isolating them. ,,67 

E. Oral Argument 

Oral argument allows attorneys to focus on the more 
important pa~ts of their argument; it provides an opportunity 
for judges to ask, and lawyers to answer, questions; and it 
provides personal contact between judges andc.""unsel, an 
indication that the court is "there," actually listening to and 
determining the case. In this country, as compared ,with Great 
Britain, oral argument is intended to supplement the br'iefs, 
not to be the primary means of communication between counsel 
and court. 

One study has shown that oral argument itself consumes very 
little time when the judges ar~located in the same city.68 
If judges are scattered throughout the state and must commute 
to a central location, of course, the total time attributable 
to argument can be great. Preparation for oral argument takes 
considerable time, but that time often would be l:ipent preparing 
for the case even if oral argument were not held. On the other 
hand, if arguments were not scheduled, the cases could be 
addressed as soon as briefing is completed, which might 
eliminate se~eral weeks from the total disposition time. 

Over the years, the length of time allowed for oral 
argument in a single case has been reduc(:!d and hOW is often no 
more than 15 r.tinutes per side. Reduction in oral argument " 

. seems to come only when a court is hard pressed to keep up with 
its caseload. Yet full. oral argument, say one hour per side, 
is hardly necessary in all cases, and reduction in the amount 
of time might be considered even before a particular court 
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finds itself compelled to ac~pt the practice. Experimenting 
with reduced time for argument when pressure does not demand 
such a change would allow a court to assess the impact of and 
response to shorter arguments independent of and without pres
sure created by growing delay or backlogs. Another possi'p.ility 
is .for the judges to cut off oral argument when it seems to be 
unproductive. On the other hand, when oral argument reveals a 
new point--where questions arise at oral argument that did riot 
appear from the briefs and record,' or that did not appear as 
significant as they do at oral argument--the judges can extend 
the time or askf6i: supplemental::, argument at a later date or 
for supplementary briefing if, 1'I.S is likely, later argument is 
difficult to arrange. Allowing attorneys extra time does not 
seem to be as much of a problem as reducing time when reduction 
is appropriate. 

In addition to the trend 'to allodatiorl of reduced time for 
oral argument when it is held, there seems to be general 
recognition that oral a~gument can be dispensed with in some 
cases, although lawyers seem to be more resistant than are 
judges to this prospect. In a 1974 survey by the American 
Judicature Society, state judges did not see oral argument as 
consuming a larg) proportioncoof theIr time, but a majority 
favored reducing the number of cases in wtich oral argument was 
held. Only half of those favoring fewer arguments thought this 
reduction would affect delay, however. 69 In a 1977 survey of 
appellate judges in the Ninth Circuit and some of the lawyers 
who have argued in that court, all of the judges felt that oral 
argument could be eliminated in some cases, like those deemed 
to be "strictly factual," those involving a question of 
sufficiency of evidence, a single-issue case, or a case in 
which the trial lasted one day and the jury instruction was 
criticized. Cases in which the result was clear also were 
thought appropriate for elimination of oral argument. ~erhaps 
not surprisingly, the lawyers were very closely divided on the 
question, with only a bare majority agreeing that it could be 
disEensed with. 70 . 

/::::'~-~\ 

r \'i more extensive surve,y:~of judges' and lawyers' attitudes 
was made by the Federal Judicial Center. The lawyers surveyed 
practiced in the Second, Fifth and Sixth Circuits; all federal 
judges were included in the judges' survey. Judges "were near 
unanimous in their acceptance of limiting (but not eliminating) 
oral argument," but .almost 90 percent agreed that occasions 
existed when eliminating oral argument was acceptable. 71 The 
majority of both circuit and district judges thought o;al 
argument essential, however, 11 in c?,ses that involve 'matters of 
g.r:;eat public interest, despi te the 'absence of substantial le·3al 
issues." 72 For both lawyers and judges, whether"oral 
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argument is essEmtial va'ries with, the type of case, with the 
lawyers regularly exhibiting stronger feelings that oral 
argument is essential in more 'types of cases. 73 In the Ninth 
Circuit sU1Z,vey, it was clear that: the judges beliel1ed 
complexity should determine the need for oral argument in a 
particular case. 74 

If one is deciding whether or not to dispense completely 
with oral argumen·t, the options available are important. If 
the choice were one hour per side or nothing, few would choose 
nothing. On the other hand, if the choice were bett~een the 
relatively short t~me allowed for oral argument in an 
increasing number of courts, ~, 15 minutes per side or less, 
some lawyers may f~~l that little more will be lost by 
dispensing with argument entirely. As Carrington, Meador and 
Rosenberg point out, "time limits have been cut to such short 
periods that the arguments cannot really develop points" and 
"because judges do not expect much from oral argument, they are 
led to reduce the time allowed for it."75 

Carrington, Meador and Rosenberg urge "invited waiver," 
retaining argument only if any party requests it after the 
judges haVe agreed the briefs are sufficient or that one side's 
position 113 hopeless. 76 "One should not assume, however, that 
a waiver "invited" by the ,court can be refused easily. It 
might" be better--or at, least appear to be better--for the court 
to say directly that argument will not be held, leaving that 
decision to be challenged by counsel. This approach is 1\ 
suggesteg in the·Amedcan Bar Association's Standards Relating' 
to Appellate Courts. 77 This puts greater burdens on th~ 
lawyer, but in the Ninth Circuit, where this approach is Used, 
counsel have had oral argumeht restored after the court decided 
argument was not necessary, indicating that at least some 
attorneys are not hesitant and can prevail. If waiver is 
invited, the phrasing of the invitation may be important. In 
one division of the First District Court of Appeal in 
California the number 'bf waivers increased when the invitation 
was changed from saying that argument was thought to be 

I' unnecessary but it would be granted if counsel requested it, to 
saying that argument was scheduled but the case would be taken 

'~'8ff the calendar in two weeks unless counsel requested that it 
stay on. 78 ' 

Technology may be used so that not all parties need be in 
the same location for or-al argument. Of course, one of the 
primary advantages of oral argument is that at least once in 
the process attorneys and judges are brought face-to-rface. But 
the time and expense of travel for argument of emergency 
motions may be such that use of a conference call or of video 
procedures" may be preferable. The increasing use of videotaped 
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depositions, and even of state administrative hear.ings being 
c.onducted by telephone, suggests the possible value of 
technology in this setting. 

Two fairly'tecent suggestions put greater emphasis on oral 
argument rather than seeking its reduction. The firs.t is the· 
widely publicized proposal of the Hufstedlers to rel¥ lal:gely 
on the trial papers and oral argument to identify and Clecide 
quickly those cases presenting only the need to cOrJ;ect trial 
errQr. 79 Their hypothesis is that the error-correcting 
function can be performed immediately after trial, while cases 
involving the court's law-making function can be passed on for 
further consideration. 

The Hufstedlers' proposal was modified and tested in 
Arizona. Three experien,ced appellate lawyers sat with the 
trial judge during oral argument on motions "for new trial Qr 
judgment notwithstanding the verdict in 75 cases. Hearing on 
posttrial motions were chosen for the simulation because they 
are similar in many respects to the type of,· appellate hearing 
envisioned by the Hufstedlers. The lawyers were to act as if 
they were an appellate court panel, although with none of its 
power, so this procedure was not a substitute for appeal in 
these cases. The lawyers did not ask any questions du~ing the 
trial judge's hearing t which they observed; but later, outside 
the trial judge's presence, they conducted additional ora~ 
argument if they thought it necessary. The written)riotion, a 
law-student-prepared staff memorandum that focused on the 
issues raised, and the oral argument were the basis for the 
mock judges' decision. Following argument they indicated 
through questionnaires whether they were able to decide the 
case on the basis of the materials presented, and if so, what 
their decision would be. The advocates also completed 
extensive questionnaires. 

The sirnulati.on produced the following conclusions: 80 

A majority of cases could be decided by a summary 
procedure shortly after trial using limited materials 
f rom the f He, wi th the support of staff memoraoda and 
extensive oral argument. 

Oral argument, counsel, and staff memoranda were 
considered adequate or more than adequate in a sizable 
majority of cases. " 

Motor vehicle tort cases tended to lend themselves to 
this procedure. Contract cases seemed least amenabl.'~ 
to it. 
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The greatest single disadvantage appeared to be the 
lack of a transcript. 

There was a significant degree of agreement on the 
principal positive" and negative aspects of the 
procedure among advocates and experimental judges. 

Savings of judicial time can reSult from speedy 
hearing and shorte~ written maeerials to review. 

Use of this procedure would result in substantial 
savings of counsel time, with resultant saving of cost 
to litigants. 

The bar. is generally receptive to an expedited 
procedure of this type. 

The gen~ration of more appeals was not seen as a 
slgnifib~nt disadvantage. 

The 'results also cast some doubt on the basic Hufstedler 
hypothesis that error-correcting cases can be decided best by 

.. this procedure and that institutional (law-making) cases 
require further appellate proceedings for decision. 

Based on these conclusions, it was determined that an 
appellate- procedure with the following aspects appears to be 
feasible: 8l 

The notice of appeal should be filed within 30 days 
from the judgment or denial of posttrial mot'ions. 

The appellant's opening memorandum, which should not 
exceed 20 pages, should be filed within 15 days of the 
notice of appeal and all briefing completed within an 
additional 20 days. 

The trial court record, excluding transcripts, should 
be transmitted to the appellate court within 30 days 
of. the noti ce of appeal. 

The staff memorandum should be prepared within 15 days 
and oral argument should be set to occur within 30 
days of the completion of the record. Each side 
sho~ld have not less than 30 minutes for argument. 

In all cases determined not to require a published 
opinion, the court's de.cision should be made known 
immediately, either in the form of an oLal opinion or 
in brief .e..er curiam .opinions. For cases requiring a 
published opinion, normal assignment procedures should 
be followed. 1,1/ 
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When a decision cannot be based upon t~e a~ailable 
materials, the court should isolate the reasons for 
its inability to reach Ci decision and take, such steps 
as are necessary to corredt the deficiency. 

Review of the decision should be discreti1:nary, either 
through application for rehearing or by appeal to the 
court of last resort. 

Based on the results of the Arizona simulation, a modified 
procedure, retaining the concept of accelerated review but 
placing less reliance on oral argument, is being tested in the 
Colorado Court of Appeals. The procedure provides for prompt" 
notice of appeal I a limited record, use of a statement of 
issues, no trial transcript unl~ss staff attorneys advise the 
court reporter to prepare a full 'or partial transcript after 
eXamination of motion papers, short periods for briefing, very 
limited use of preargument conferences, circulation of' a 
memorandum to counsel prior to argument I limited or no oral 
argument, and the use of only memorandum or full, published 
opinions. 82 Preliminary results from use of this approach, 
started in May 1978, are expected to be announced by the end of 
1979. 

Although the Colorado procedure does not place the same 
reliance on oral argument as did the Arizona simulation, it 
includes a second proposal made to enhance the effecti veness of 
oral argument, circulation of a staff or judicial memorandum to 
counsel for written preargument comment or for use as a guide 
to the points upon which counsel should focus during oral 
argument. If other courts test this procedure, the document to 
be shared with counsel c.ould take several forms: a) a draft 
opinion; b) a letter or memorandum inc;iicating the key points 
or issues; or 0) an issues memorandum indicating tentative 
conclusions on some issues and the issues that remain open. 

The merits of sharing this type of document with counsel 
are said to be several. First, counsel can:tQcus on points of 
interest to the judges, with oral argument beooming more like a 
conf.erence discussion than a rigid presentation. Second, oral 
argument can serve as a final check on the judges' conclusions 
and understanding of the facts. Third l argument might be 
shortened be.cause both counsel might waive argument after 
seeing the memorandum, or because the tentative winner would 
feel less need to argue. A further benefit is s'aid tob!;? 
reduotion in the number of peti Hons for rehearing because l}1any 
rehearing p.,eti tions are based on the a,~gument that decisive' 
information '\~~:'s not considered; if counsel have an opportunity 
to see what the court has considered and oomment on it before 

,t.tle decision is made, that basis forteargu1llcrd:··is eliminated. 
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There is also the related possibility that the ultimate written 
opinion could be shorter, because it would not ,need to touch on 
every issue in order to assure counsel that all issues have 
been considered; lesser issues could be addressed only in the 
preargument memorandum. A final ben~:0it is that circulation of 
the memorandum would blunt arguments that central staff and law 
clerks have an undue influence on decisions; the lawyers would 
see what the judges revi&~ and have an opportunity to respond, 
with the final decision more clearly being the judges', based 
on the staff's work and the written or oral responses of 
counsel. 

The procedure is not without difficulty, however. Many 
judges feel uncomfortable making a less-than-polished document 
public. There is fear that if the document is to be circulated 
to counsel, additional time will be spent by all judges 
tentatively agreeing on what the memorandum should say and then 
by one judge to polish it, so that one or more judges would 
have to decide upon and write, in effect, two opinions--one 
before argument and another after. The process could add to 
total disposition time, too, because counsel would need time to 
receive, review, and then comment upon the memorandum. It also 
is feared that the side that is the tentative loser will seek 
to argue 'longer during oral argument rather than less, in an 
effort to overcome the judges' initial decisions. This would 
increase rather than reduce the time devoted to oral argument. 
And some fear that the judges will be less open to changing 
their minds if their tentative conclusions are made public in 
writing before argument--or at least that counsel will believe 
that a different conclusion is precluded. 83 

Modifications in the handling of oral argument might not 
appear at first to affect the writing of opinions, but if there 
is preargument circulation of a memorandum that affects the 
breadth of the final wr i tten opinion, or if the or,al argument 
is structured to facilitate a possible oral decision, the 
opinion writing process also may be changed. The next section 
reviews some of the issues associated with the writing and 
publishing of opinions. 

F. Written and Unpublished Opinions 

~,woproblems related to delay occur with respect to opinion 
wri,ti'ng.' ,One concerns the speed with which opinions are 
produced; the other is their length. One proposed solution to 
both problems is nonpublication of opinions. 

Internal rules 4esigned to speed opInIon production are 
used in some courts. A typical rule is that judges must submit 
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draft opinions within 60 days of argument. 84 Another is that 0 
a judge must furnish all separate opinions before he writes his 
own majority opinions, or at least that majority opinions 
receive priority, so that other judges' cases can be cleared. as 
Lists of each judge's opinion production are often compiled 
and, in some courts, made public. Some sta.tes have constitu
tional or statutory regulations that judges will not be paid if 
tney have any cases pending before them for a certain period. 86 
Supplementing these formal regulations, and often of at least 
equal force, are the informal ruleS and p~er pressure put on 
judges by their colleagues • These tend to be particularly 
important because there are no formal sanctions other than the 
rare salary cut-off rule--easily bypassed by the courts--to 
enforce the formal regulations. 

Efforts to reduce the length ()f opinions include greater 
use of ~ curiam or memorandum opinions, although the former 
may be as long as frill, signed opinions. A problem with use of 
such opinions as a way of trying to reduce judges' work time is 
that the opinions may say just enough to allow lawyers to cite 
the case as authority or to subject the court to criticism for 
not having said more. In short, an "Affirmed. See Rule 21." 
affirmance may be sufficient and better protection fVom 
criticism th~n a several-line opinion which begins to explain 
the result. 81 p 

Justice Englisn has suggested that if trial judges were to 
write memoranda in support of their decisions, fully reviewing 
the. facts and applicable law, the appellate court could affirm 
on the memorandum of the trialjudge. 88 Litigants then would 
have received a reasoned statement at some stage of the process, 
although there might still be concern that the appellate court 
had not given the case adequate consideration.'~here is the 
added danger that a reduction in appellate court delay might be 
achieved only at the cost of greater trial court delay 
resulting from the memorandum \'lriting. When the trial court 
has written a thorough opinion, and there is no disagreement by 
the appellate court, courts normally will balance the risk that 
the absence of a higher court opinion will be felt by the 
attorneys as inadequate consideration of the lower court's 
action in favor of a summary affirmance ("Affirmed, for the 
reasons stated in the lower court opinion."). When the lower 
court opinion is not published, however, such a ruling 
decreases·the public'S access to the reasoning of both courts. 

Unpublished opinions are said to be a w~y to reduce delay. 
Appellate courts normally are expected to justify their actions 
in writing, but it is possible to separate the tdea of having 
written opinions from the question of whether or not they 

" :.! 
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should be published. 89 The concept of unpublished op1n10ns 
is based in some measure on the distinction between error
correction and institutional review. A decision that 
articulates a new, revised, or exp'anded view of the law for the 
particular jurisdiction should be published, and local rules of 
some cotirts make clear that when the point of laW is new't!ie 
opinions should be published. When the court is only deciding 
the particular dispute, especially if the law is clear, far 
less information is necessary. Thus6 unpublished opinions may 
be shorter than published opinions. 9 In addition to their 
reduced length--perhaps no longer than a paragraph reciting the 
basic facts and issues and a citation to a governing 
precedent--they ne,ed not be as polished as published opinions. 
with the latter, there is an expected "grand style" that judges 
are supposed to fOllow and on the basis of which attentive 
publics--lawyers and court-watchers--tend to judge their 
competence. And reputation is not an irrelevant consideration 
in opinion writing, particularly if a judge might be considered 
for elevation to a higher court. 

The Committee on Use of Appellate Court Energies of the 
Advisory Council on Appellate Justice suggested that it'~ould 
assist the courts 'if a "tentative determination" could be made 
at an early stage as to whether an opinion was to be published, 
so that the writing judge would know what effort was to be 
involved. 91 The time saved in writing nonpublished opinions 
could "better be utilized for consideration and resolution of 
critical issues ."92 An early de,rision not to publish also 
would "be an aid to the presidin'g judge in allocating the 
workload by assigning the writing of opinions to members of the 
court."93 The Committee believes that if the publication of 
opinions is not to be erratic, standards are necessary. They 
propose that opinions be published if: 94 

"The opinion lays down a new rule of law, or alters or 
modifies an existing rUle." 

"The opinion inVOlves a legal iss'ue of continuing 
public interest." 

"The opinion criticizes existing law." 

- "The opinion resolves an apparent conflict of 
au t\10J;,i ty • " 

So long as the individual judges or panels control totally 
the decision as t2l whether or not to publish, divergent 
decisions can be made. Some monitoring device, perhaps a 
committee with representatives of all panels of a court where 
there are fixed panels or a senior staff attorney to "flag" 
questionable cases for the judges to reconsider ~10uld be 
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appropriate. In a few states theaecision on publication is 
made by a group independent of the court producing the 
opinion. 95 This approach might produce greater uniformity in 
applyingv,he publication cd teria then if each court or judge 
decides/ but for a high volume court it could be ver:y time 
consuming and costly.96 

John/Frank has argued that unpublished opinions might 
result ~r several problems: 

r, 

'\ :, the loss of valuable instruction to the bench and 
bar"1 

the use of unpublished opinions "as a means of ducking 
the ,tou5:lhproblems" i 

the possibility of increasing internal incblPsistencYi 
and 

improper selection of cases for nonpublication. 97 

He also argued that questions of fact and of law cannot be 
fully separated, and pointed out the risk of more opinions 
conflicting if the criteria for nonpublication are not applied 
strictly. On the other hand, he' believes the costs of 
occasional "diversity" is not too high to absorb. 

Opinions that are not published still are available to the 
parties and thus are available to their attorneys to cite in 
other appeals; they often become available to other attorneys, 
as well. This gives the regularly appearing attorneys, 
particularly governmental law offices, a tremendous advantage. 
Therefore, in order not to provide an undue advantage to 
parties lacking access to these opinions, most states have a 
roule precluding c,itation of. unpublished opinions. The reasons 
for or against citation do not directly affect delay, .but 
nonetheless may have to be considered by a court consid,~ring 
use of unpublished opinions. The rule does facili tate ", 
opinion-writing, however, because the author of the opinion 
need not be concerned about the prospect of the case becoming 
the law of another case and the other panel members need not 
review the opinion as closely as they would an opinion with 
precedential value. The governmental and institutional law 
offices that have the unpublished, unci table opinions 
nonetheless retain access to the court's reasoning and can 
direct their arguments accordingly. A trial judge to ,.,hom the 
opinions are cited might feel bound by them regardless. of the 
rule. Finally, noncitation may permit a conflict among panels 
to 'Celnain unresolved because it cannot be pointed out and 
argued. For these reasons, Carrington, Meador, and Rosenburg 
reject the no-citation rule. 98 
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The reduction or elimination of oral argumel,t at'id '/of 
written opini6ns is designed to increase the time available for 
decision making and to reduce delay, but it cm."ries a price in 
terms of traditional appellate practice. It is interesting to 
note, therefore, that both judges and lawyers r;esponding to a 
Federal Judicial Center survey were more willing to accept 
limitation of argument than limited written opinions. 99 But 
when judges were forced to choose between oral argument and 
written opinions, they reached a different result, clearly 
preferring oral argument and more use of memorandum opinions or 
"reasoned oral dispositions." lOO 

Particularly important in relation to the question of delay 
is the fact that a "large proportion" of the judges surveyed by 
the Federal Judicial Center felt that retaining both oral argu
ment and written opinions was worth waiting longer-than the 
cur~~nt time to disposition. lOl Lawyers also wanted both oral 
argument and written opinions even if it meant that more time 
would be consumed by the cases. l02 Indeed, the lawyers' 
survey revealed that, "the speed with which opinions are 
rendered is a matter of rel.atively low pl;iority," with few 
lawyers feeling that eliminating oral argument or limiting 
opinions is I. the mos t acceptable way to avoid long delays in 
the court's calendar when the docket becomes crowded.,,103 
Roughly 75 to 80 percent of the attorneys responding were 
willing to wait longer than the current amount of time--as 
they perceived that time--in order to retain the traditional 
practices. l04 Clients' attitudes in this regard have 
unfortunately not been authoritatively surveyed. 

Administrative Adjustments 

EaG~ of the sections to this point in the chapter has 
reviewed various changes in procedure that may improve the 
judges' use of their time. Administrative changes in the way 
in which the court organizes itself or its work also can result 
in better use of available time. Two such changes will be 
discussed in the balance of this chapter. 

A. Delegation of Decisions to Panels and Divisions 

A st.andard way to expand the total decision-making time of 
a court'is to delegate much of the decision maki:1.g to one or a 
iew judges. This takes two forms: formal delegation through 
the use of panels and de facto delegation because some judges 
pay little attention to 0las,es assigned prinoipally to other 
judges. Panels allow leSs \;han the full court to he.Clx and 
decide an appeal. Their us"'e became more frequent in years past 
as court size increased. The California Supreme Court was 

'it 
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apparently the first court to sit in panels, beglnning in 
l879. Half of the state supreme courts have used panels at one 
point or another since then; the courts often used panels for '\,1\ 
several years and then reverted to full court hearings as '\VI 
caseload pressures decreased. The number of state supreme IJ 
courts sitting in panels seems to have remained quite stable 
during this century. Nearly all intermediate courts sit in 
panels of three whenever the court or a geographical division 
of the court has more than three judges. 

Attitudes regarding the use of panel., divisions, or 
departments within appellate courts has varied over time. On 
the one hand, the United States Supreme Court always sits en 
banco When state sup~eme courts had mandatory jurisdictio~ 
from time to time they were forced by the pressure of cases to 
sit in divisi-ons or departments, largely reserving<en banc 
proceedings for cases: - --

identified in advance as particularly crucial; 

in which a division split sharply; or 

in which the panel result was challenged by a request 
for rlahearing ~ banco 

As states developed intermediate level courts of appeals, 
some of the supreme courts returned to sitt'ing en banc for most 
or all cases. For one thing, their workload decreased. For 
another, it is considered by some to be~nappropriate for an 
intermediate appellate court to be reivers"ud by only a division J/'~ 
or department of the supreme court. I,\till another considera'ti6n 
is that the intermediate appellate cot.:'rt can exercise the error
correction funci'tion, leaving the law making function primarily 
to the supreme cou'!"t, and for that function the full court is 
thought to be nece~sary. 

Where there is geographic dispersion of the judges as in 
all but two of, th~ federal circuits and in sarne states, 
bringing the budges together for an ~ bane hearil,g may be ' 
particularly difficult. Where the courts have heavy caseloads, 
an en banc hearing cuts heavily into the work of the panels, 
whiCh must be suspended while the en banc court meets. Time 
necessary for the circulation df materIals for en bane sessio~~, 
and to resolve disputes after argument also is considerable. 
One might argue, however, that if the most important cases are 
reserved for en banc treatment, they deserve the time they take. 
The decision as toWhat is an 11 important" case, hoWever, may 
vary wi th the pressure of the caseload. ," 
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If a court is to operate in panels, one way of avoiding 

inconsistency is for all opinions to be dirculated to other 
members of the court before they are released, although there 
is the strong possibility that this procedure will induce 
further delay. When the other mew.bers of the court already are 
working hard, they have little time available to read the other 
opinions "1ithout having to put aside their own work. with or 
with6ut a rule that a judge should turn to incoming opinions 
before his own,105 the length of time before disposition will 
be increased. When the Ninth Circuit tried this approach, it 
proved ineffective and waH dropped. In federal circuits with 
fewer judges, it is r,eported to have worked effectively. 

An issue related to the use of panels is the de facto 
delegation of decision making to a single colleague. This 
subject received much attention in the past, but remains rather 
murky. There is a substantial likelih')od that a common way to' 
cope with rising caseloads in the lasi'century and in much of 
this century was a substantial delegation to the judge assigned 
to write the opinion. The literature contains numerous com
plaints about "one-judge decisions"--decisions made, in effect, 
by the opinion-writer with the concurrence of colleagues who 
have little knowledge of the briefs and who may not otherwise 
study the case. 10G Whether the amount of writing about 
one-judge opinions actually reflects their pervasiveness in the 
early 1900s is not clear. Nor is it certain that the much 
reduced attention in recent years reflects their absence. 
Depending on a court's or panel's workload, though, the 
practice may be unavoidable. 

B. Calendaring and Ca~e Assignment 

Once a cOUtt determf~es how it will organize its judges to 
hear and decide appeals, it must determine how to assign and 
calendar the appeals. This decision is a particularly 
important aspect of the caseflow management discussed at the 
beginning of this chapter. 

About three-fourths of state supreme courts use an 
automatic method of case assignment, with cases assigned to 
individual judges by lot or by rotation, either. when briefs 
arrive or at the postargument confer~nc0. In the other state 
cOurts and in the federal appellate courts, assignment is made 
by the presiding judge of a panel or by the chief judge. after 
argument. Advocates of rotation Claim that over time it 
distributes the caseload more evenly and timits resentment of 
some judges at receiving the more complex and time-consuming 
cases. It also relieves the chief judge of the additional 
chore of balancing assignments. On the other hand, assignment 
by the chief or presiding judge provides more flexibility, 
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allowing some consideratioTh'of particul~r judges' interests and 
competence. If senior judges or trial judges are serving with 

, the court;, as in the United States Courts of Appealf,', there is 
additiom{l reason to take workload into account: Trlal judges' 
own workload militates against assigning them more difficult,"! 
cases, wh ile senior judges can take heavier cases more easily,. 

,Particularly if assignment is made before argument and the 
judge assigned the case prepares a preargument memorandum, the 
rotation system may result in only one judge being fully 
prepared and knowledgeable about the case. Rotation_ also ' 
brings the judges all type_s of cases; this may be a 'plus for 
the judges, but it forecloses specialization, which might be a 
way of ,reducing time spent On caseS. Rotation also increases 
the likelihood that slower working judge~ will build a large 
inventory of pending cases. 

One way of reducir;s backlog if a court--and the parties--
are willing to depart-from the regular pattern of taking caSes 
essentially in the order filed (except for statutory priorities 
and emergency 'matters) is to establish an accelerated docket. 
At times this is largely a "crash program." For example, in 
one federal appellate court, special panels work for a,.l'leek to 
dispose of a large number of appeals of "lesser difficulty.,l107 
Cases for the special panel are chosen from those weighted by 
staff attorneys as 0 or 1 on a scale of 101 they include caSes 
where oral argument is not possible because a defendant is incar
cerated, pro ~ appeals, or cases in which the Supreme Court's 
decisions howe settled the issue. Taking 50 cases for the week 
instead of the normal 25, the judges meet in an office or confc::
ence room and dispose of most of the cases. If they decide that 
a case has been weighted too lightly,- they return it to the 
regular calendar. All the cases in which the judges think some 
oral argument will be useful are set on a single day, with only 
minimal time allowed for argument. Argument is not: held in all' 
these cases because at least some litigants or lawyers believe 
they cannot present their cases in a short tim~. This type of 
accelerated docket procedure needs an effective screening pro
cess to identify appropriate cases. The most common screening 
procedures have been discussed earlier in this chapter. 

The pract~ces and procedures discussed in this chapter are 
obvious candidates for an appellate ~ourt looking to make more 
effective u~e of available time. The amount of time that ~ill 
be saved, the relationship between that time saving and delay, 
and the precise parameters of the change in a particular court 
'larS for each of the changes reviewed here. In those courts for 
whlch the more permanent, structural changes are inappropriate, 
however, the effort to 'gain more effective' use of time for the 
judicial and staff resources would seem to be both necessary and 
productive. 
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VI. EPILOGUE 

One of the challenges and difficulties inherent in this 
review of the literature is the absence of an answer to one of 
the most basic questions: What is the relationship between the 
volume of cases that appellate courts face today and any delay 
they are experiencing? As indicated in Chapter III, the rela
tionship is unclear at beSt. When one examines the changes 
appellate courts consider and implement, however, it appears 
that they are responding to problems of volume rather than of 
delay. It may turn out to be the case that reducing volume 
will reduce delay, but if the principal problem of appellate 
justice is delay, perhaps the reforms implemented should have a 
different focus or emphasis than the reforms often seen in 
appellate courts. On the other hand, the two problems, delay 
and volume, may be so intertwined tha'l: addressing one necessar
ily means addressing the other. The present literature and 
research do not provide the answer. It is hoped that future 
research and thinking will provide more guidance. 
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of the District of Columbia 
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/l 
./ 
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trative Director of the 
Courts 
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Maine 
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Chief Justice, Supreme Court 
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Council 
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Franklin S. Billings, Jr. 
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Justice, Supreme Court 
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Charles T. Wright 
Justice, Supreme Court 
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